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'-......( ~~nite element. procedures based on,,~~ndl~~'s t.heory ._\'
are ~mputatiorially advantageous and a~s_o h~ve the capability
?f accountiEc;J for tr~nsverse shear deformati<?n in p.lates.
c.om~lementary-.~o MindI.fn.' s ..~,~;:t\~s._T,imO!Jh~ri1cO' s theory that
account.s' for t.ransverse·shear dl!'forlTlation ,in beams. In the'
, . " , \.,' -.,.,:.
.p;ea_~nt work'.i~~.\Of th'~se sllear distortion, the~~s have \
been app~ie.d t;O the '~inite element -analysis' of stiffened. ,
---., " ; ," , " "
- ~lat:-es. sU~;i_~cted:-tc? .la,teral lO~~ing. Diecre~~PI~te-tieal1) I'
for~ulations, t~~me~ FEM(Ml)' and,F~M(H2). have been set up !;
i.l1u~tratin9.tWo" major .ap~roa;llea in ~e.. ~~~e element
analysis of stiffened plate struct.ures, A third orthotropic
. - ._., I ..;
formulation, named'o~:rHO.• has been present.ed ba.se(Fo~ ~e
~----..s;mea-red~ppx:oa-eh,.:,a·"d ia applicable' La U.e ca&.,.e"o~f----'---­
closely' spaced torsion:~l1Y soH, stiffeners:--Tne per·f.or~nce ._._.--
of, the, discrlj!.\e pla·t.e-~.eam.'formulations, especial,lY cif ~he
second ~iz.' FE,M(M2),' has been.foun~_to~be quit.e· sat.isfactory
·-&'sed on a c6mpari8o~with a 'number of. the avail~ble, ~e8u.lts.
FO;- the first time an at.t~~pt has ,been made' <to:.:~8tima.te
theoretically the- 'err,~rB that are likely to'/~ault ·~.r~";he
··--·USS. of 'an 6rthot)oPiC' formulation. -This 'h~'~ been '~..... '
, a~compl,ished' by com~~r~8on betwee~ ORTaO ·t1~d FEM (Hi) in. the
- ..-fotm of a paramet,ric st'udy, 'A,dh~;onaiIY,- th~~9;'thof.'ro~c
formulation has .been extended to include geometr~~vy
/ " ·:;.1'
'.
non-linear' behaviour. It, is recognised ,that u~de"l:' less'
, ,
dl!,?nding 'conditions this latter formulatibrf may be
prefer.able for the 're,a~on8 of <lconoiny of CPU time' and
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1.1 Stiffened Plate Structures
A stiffenea plat-l!I, ;ike a stiffened
· .....;nstif!'imed shel-l, is-a stru;turally efficient form. Ever
. since man reali.sed the' advantages of stiffened plat-e'
structures in ·ter~ of stre~th.·, ....ldght and aesthetics•. ', their
applications have,g,~owJ;'l an~ made them ,~trucb,~res of paramount
. Import·~nce. Today;' sti:ffened Plat~~'(see Figs. l( a) and'
l(b)) comprise wi\"cI~Y or,:part~~llY'SU~h" ~ital .structures as
stiffened bridge d~~k8 ilnd box girders, ribbed flooi ilnd roof
slalls, hulls and decks of ships, and, ai,rc~aft bodies and
~ ..
mari~e structure.s. A fairly detailed' account of .the
evolution of such s'tructuz;:es can r f~,und i~ Troitslcy [12]t.
1. 2 Meth-ods of Ana'IYsi~
~robiem8 involving sti'f£~ned plates have been:
investigated principally in the fOll~ing behaviou,ral
do~ins; (i) bendil?-9 'due to ~ransver&e 1~~din9' '(iii (
stability und~r compressive an"- combined loadings, and' iii)
- .- '.
free and forced vibrations. AJ.1 extensiye list 0:£ !eferences
pertaining to all these cases is 'given in Chang [6].
tA' number ....it.hin square brackets indicates a reference'
\ number. I
t ..
The analysis of plates of ,arbitrary shapes under"
ar~l~ary loading and boundary conditions ~a. by itself a
formidable problem un~il'-the advent of digital computers ,in
the early fifti~.. Th~ problem ·of eccentrically stiffened
plates. by far thl!l most 'common of .their 'kln9. far exceed. the
problem of unstiflened'plates in the degr~ of complexity and
inherent redundancy. This'is priz:'cipal~y so because of the
pres~nce ot' membrane .tresses 'in addition to bending' stresses'
. . .
as well as the ,discrete' nature of .stiffen,era .. Oifferen.t
idealizat~ons';o,the problem were made and, were restrict:-ive
~n th~±r appl+cations. The app~oaches th&:t have been ~i.nly
follo:..ea !-1ntil th!" d,evd?pment of the powerfuL finite element
method in the last two decades are summarized below:
A method .of equivalent grillage was follO\l(ed by
, \ ..~
many investigators and cons,lsted in replacing the pl~te and
beam struct.ure by an equivalent gridwork. of bellJllB. An
effective breadth ot. platin.g was included as the flange of a
. '.
typical be~. Oc.caeiol)ll11y this met;.hod.' "gave good reeulta for
deflections and stiffener stresses. but ""ere har ly of any
consequence when pl&'te Btre9S~S were of i~terel.t M~.eo~~r.
consid.erable engineering judgement was requ1.red 0 decide
upon the effective widths of stiffener-flanges. • If:..
Method_ baaed on the orthotropic pla e theory ""ere
perhaps among the ""st ••t.nsively us.d '0:01 solution 0'
, -'. ",",. '-""-""......; ... ,,,,,-
the conti~'".iity" and equilibriUll conditions 'at "!?e j~?~tionB
~ bet...,een plates ar:'d .~iffeners, a aet of linear algebraic
equationa could be derived. Th,:, ruultant .ystem "'as then
solved ..,ith the aid of electronic :?mput.ing machines. An
excellent. inve8~igation of thill" kind wall presented 1n Smith
, [2 ],' However, this approach, other than being" tedious, is




plate ~y~telll was .ubBtltuted~ an eqUivalent orthotropic
, pLate of same thicknes~ as the original plating and, .having ,an
\enhanced '8mear~d atiffness', The ~lor :rOb~ellll facin9 this
approach were the inclusion of toraional .rigi.dity of"
stiffeners !lnd 8~paration ~f ~~ ~UI streues from the p;late
stresses i;n th~ final rea.ulta. Also: the a~proach Will"
iriapplicatile for lparse ,stiffeners And lnll.ccQrat.e for the
cAse of concentrated loadings •
•From ,tlla early ni.~teen:-shties, wi"th tha u.sh'ering
.~~ di9i~~1 compu~in9 n\aChi~~e, more. II.ccur~j!...met~odB' ...
requiring l!Io1~tion8 or large linear matrix f!tquat~on8 began'to.
be develo~ed. A .'method 0\ th~.8. category can be termed "as the
diecre'te stiffener approach. A.ccordin9 to this approlld\ - 't.he
displacements 'of' Ule plato elelllents and' those~f the one-way
stiffeners w~re e.pre~sed as Fourier aeries solutions in. th~
direction ·of 8tiffeners, satiafY'1:ng simply' 8upported edge'
eonditlona.· By 8ub.ti£Ution ~f th••• ~ua~tit.i~8-and the




l" ' . "
(;:IY"S '''0 WO'~~d with the dev~;opmen,: of disc,"te '''ement
a~hmped parameter models. For. example, model!! for plates.
we~e sU9geeted' consisting of rigid bars and springs.
More recently, Chang [6] SUCceeded in deriving
;\:J,) -
differential .equ~t10ne describing A pla'ta;".beam eys"em
a~p~ying. ene.rgy.princ.iples ~nd using dira,c de:J.ta fUr}ctions
and.,methods 9f oper·a.tionlll -mathe;matics. Solutione to certain
11ading and ,boundary qonditions, and con£ig'\l~atioh8 fo~ C"
t;r"8ionallY 80~t 8ti...ff~nl!'rB w.er~. ob~ined. ?nc, II.gain.' )(.1;
~ despite being an elegant AQalytical technique and providing lI. ,j'
~h.eCk -to !1um~rical m~'t1l0dS and experiments', t~ie approach i~ , (,
~ot ~~i t?-ble for gen~ral loadings. boundary cond! tions and '---.-/
geometric shapes.
For more informa~~o.n ,on tlie ~bove met-hods, tho
i:;eader is r~~f~rred to (6,13],
~.J The Fin~te Element Me~hod and its Relevance
! . The ~in~te element me~hod can be sio9led" out as the
!
most. Powerful tool available to date' -~or the 'predictio,n of
~hte complex be~aviciur ~f stiffened plates. rn this ver8~tUe . \
.;method, the analye{haa at his/her disp0l'&l the chatas of
I. " _
lapplying la) concentrated or distri~uted lOads or their
!combii1:at.10n8 at va~';-u;-1~~(Un9 posi1:."i.olls. (b) any
'c~b'i~ation of idealised support conditions, and (e) the moat









Furt.herm ref finit.e element. techniques have nade'possible
analysis of the st.iffened p,late vrobiem in the non-linear
range, This lat.t.er aspect is especially import.ant for an
efficient design - ·in predicting collapse loads and tracing




~ 'Llt.~ra:ture on the. fi,n~t.e element analysis of
. ~ .
sti~,f~,~ed .fllltes st.art.ed appe.aring, since th~ ,~ate 'nineteen-
sixt.ies and. early nint.e:en-·sevent".ies [24, 13, ,14 •. 15; 16, 17)
and by nOW', quit.e ,~n exiensive amount of work has been done on
the three behaviourp.l problems ment.i'oned in t.l)e beginning of..
~e~. 1.2. B~~au~e the. present. ~_O,rk \s :IY, concerned whh
behaviour of 'such plates U~d:~ tr,ansverse loading, some of
the work pertinent to this cat.egory ar; cited,
At this point it is i.natructive to direct the
diseUssi-on on'finit~,-·element models of escentdeally
etiffe~ed plates ,undet', t~e. f~11l:¥'ing' th~ee approaches:
Cu A 'conunonly used approach is the utilisation of
'multipoint constraints. that is', the so-called rigid
Links, [18, 19, '20): The ;-de. of the 8~iffener
element, ..modelle~ as. a .beam. are "de. to ,llnd'er99
prescribed displac~ments corr~8Pon~in9.~o the.
die:placemepts of the relevant plate nodes via these
,;.:;..
IV.'
links. Most of the cur.rent finite eleme~ codes are,
based on this ,approach. Some of the earliest worKS in
this·area are ~:~~cBean [14], Wegmuller (lJ'l.
Lindberg [16] ~nd Lindberg anet Olson [15].
(iq I n 'a' somewhat similar concept, elements can be
gene~at?,d by 'internallY\ conlltra~ning the degrees of •
freedtlm. ./of iBcp~rametric beam element;' to the ...-.... .I , .. I . '--
displacement field! of sr lsoparametrlc plate element.
An -approach' of this ldnd for gensnl applications ,was
introduced by MUkhopadh,ay [7] for, ,~e ,case of ,Pl~'ne .
streas elements and later extended to the case of
• I
bending by Mu.~~ppadhyay'land Sat.sangi [8].
(iii) Rossow and ~brahimk.hail (1] approached' the problem of
,Stiff~e,d p~ate8 in a di',fferent :~ay from a mathematical
viewpoint (although not ,structurally) and. termed their;
method: as t.he constraint. method [19. 21, 2~] of
stiffened plate analysis'. This lIKtthod permits the use
of conforming elements ~sed o.n complete polynomials of
arbitrary ~rder. The .~lem of stiffen~d p~
analysis fa then reduced to a q.usdratic programmin9,.
problem with linear equality con~traint8. O'Leary and
,Harari [23] a.ttempted to qeneralise this techniq·~e by
iAtroducing i'soparametric coordinates.
/






J' SCOPE /\No. OBJECTIV~
"
i'
The, application of Mindlin's. theory (25] that ,,JI
accounts,... fot transvs'rse shear deformation to the finite / .. '
e'lement analyBis of plates ia a' recent dev:elopment. [26, ~7 ,/
28-, 29;, 30, 31, 32], In contr~lIt to a large n!-lmber of.
, conforming. and non:,.conforming· ~lerrlentll based on classical
. thin plate theo%)' that f~equei'ltly needed 9ix degrel;ls ;;'f
. . ,\ '.
freedom per node {transverse displacement, curvatures and
t .....ist) [33] or more, elements have been developed based 'on
Mindlin I s theory ~hat- need oQly three degrees of freedom per
node (transverse.:' displacement Iljlld rot:ations of the normal to-
pla~e niidsutface): The i~terpolation pOly,nomiais of thea;
latter elements are easily expressed in isoparametric form.
. ' ,A:8 a ,consequence, the finite- element. procedures Passd on this,
, approach' turn out t~ be st.rildng1,Y advant:agllout
-- ,. ' ...'
..computationally.' Furihermore, o~ account of th~':inclolbsion 9f
tranSVllrse shear def~rmation, the ranqe of appJ:,icability of
Mindlin eleme~t8 is incr'ea~ed considerably, extending' t.o the
domain of thick plate~ and shells and sandwiched
construc~ions. In the initial stages,.of thei~ development,
however, H'indlin 'elem,~':'-ts 'had questionable performance
/
/
because of.presellce of spurious shear lIIXtes and"hene'e
• loclting in shear' in the thin plate range. The tangle
overcome through a penalty. funct1.on approach, ;here, a
. prescriP:~ of lelective and reduced integra~ion rules .in
dr.-,
the Gaus~;1.nu9ration·lead~n9 to the generation of el.ement
stiffness Illatrices. ". popular as Mindlin's approach 1s now,
_. y' .
it is liK~ly to remain 80 for a long time to come.
Until today, .to the author'D knowledge, only one
inve8t~gation ·of st.iffened plates b:'sed on Mindlin' B the?ry
has bee~. n~orted (8]. falli~g under the category Ciil
desJrribed in Section 1:4. In ~.e ,prellen't formulations,
benefits have been deriv'ed from it!! aarlier ....ork a,nd !lode I!
have been lI~t up ?e Sections 2.3 and 2.4~. for the first two'
categories outlined in Section 1..4. Lin'earlyelastic
constitutive relationll have been assumed for both cases:
.. Additionally, an orthotropic element has been present.ed (see
, Section 2.5) and the formulation in thia case Is extended to
in-elude 9!!0I!lE!trically noM>-lin~ar beha viour.
2.2 Assuilptionll
I • The main aSlumptions :Lnvolved in· the pre8en~
analyses are stated below':
. . .
(a) Consistent ....ith ML{ldl.in's the?ry. transverse shear \
distortion'is taken into account and is the same for the







conSi.stent. with Kirchoff'S. cl.asl1cal thin tata-theo~_
stress•• nor~l to ·the pl.ate ~dsurface are neglected:




A ~PiCal s~Ufener ~ction is alSumed to: be symmetric
about;. a. vert\cal plane bissct'inq the webr consequently,
_u.n.d~r a.v8rtlc~l l~ding_ the stiffeners denect-<'')
(v~~ti~al~. .~ .' , _. ;. .~ '.
ld) The. i~-plane, ben:di~9' and shearing of. atiffenen is
~eq).e·cted;..
(e) ·.. D~formaU.ons.are ~s8~med 'to be ama.ll permitt.ing a linear
. elast.1c· analysis.
2.. 3 ~ormulation FEH(MI).
In this forn-Il,ilation, termed Finite Elellent Method
. (Hindl1~'8 1) end abbreviated FEH(Ml). the concept 'of
. . .'
. co:nnectinq • plat.e and 8tiffen~:r:. nodes with· r19i~_.Jinks has
been u~Hized. :rha at;;.iffeners, ftOdelied. as discrete
TllDOshenko_ beam elelllents, are 'placed along the piate. nodal
-lines.' The a·nodQ.· iloparamet~ic ~adr.atic bendinq element
[21, 32], the IlDBt POPU1~~ of Mind'lin elements, has .~en






.' .' . • ; ...;.. ';' :, ':.0;. ~, . , .;.
.....
. ,..
2.4 Fonnu,lation FEM{M2) r
.'\:1"
10 '"'-
I n this formulation, termed Finite Element. Method
tMindl~n' s 2) and abbr;viat:ed 3:8 above, th41 isoparame~ric
plat~ bending element used,in FEM(Ml) has been modif.~ed to
include the effect of stiffener,. by inte<rnal1.y constraining
the stiffener displacement field t~ the. displac~ment field of
the plate element. Ortnagonal stiffeners have been
~ . .
con-s~dered and 'may be placed anywhere ....ith1n a piate~ele~nt·•.
The ~..,riPt.lOn, ;;_::M(~I is tl" 'bJect .O~Ch'Pt;r 4.
2.5 Formu latiori ORTHO
~n or":-hotrol?ic ~orroulati.on, abbre~.iated a~ ORTHO.~
has been o;>resented in Chapter 5. According to thlll
formulation, valid under· re'strictive conditions, an
eccentrically stiffened plate system is repJ..aced by
"'~.valent uniformly thick orthotropi'c plate of irmeared
~t'- fness. TO.this ~nd the' co~stitu~ive relal.ion.~or th~! .'.
is , ropic' ben4_~n9 e.lement used in. FEM(M 1) is modi.fied.,to
'..-reprellent equivalent orthotropic behaviour. Orthotropic thin
. .
plate theory,' in the pumi!'Gs of -c,lassical thin pl~te
propositions, hall been a wi8.ely applied analytical approach
for the solution of. the stiffened plate problem.,' ,[t ....as
therefdre deemed lIIS neces8.ary to make the p.resent formulation
taJ:e.?-ng tnt;' account transverse shear dill.tortion, and to
,.,.' ',~. "
11
'~valJate i'tS~rAnge ~f validity ?nd limitations throug~ a
I
2.6 Computer Software
special. purpose' Boftware,"has. ~e.en developed in
. .
FORTRAN languAge to implement the .. finite el'itment. procedures.
• The.forrnUl~tiOnS~FEM·(M~) and FEI'f(M2) " are cont~lned' in the .
linea~ Stiffe.ned Plate An"alysis' Program, .:SPAP. _A~y' of ~these
fo.rmuiatiqn~·_may'~ ac~'iva·ted by SpeC~fYin9'-an o~.~ion
pa.ram~ter .¥t SPAP'•• Th~' riory-line~r-o~,t.hotrop_ic.formul~t:io~
has been ·i~pleme~t.ed_ ~ia. ~h·~··p;'~9r_am·'Nr:.6RJ'~~'" ,-~n" :t.hE!Se-:
p~69ram8.· the elementa of, th~ system stiffness matrix· are,
. .' .' ...' ,.
8~orecl in a ··o'.!e-d.1.inensional ,a'r~ay '~.nd s~lution ~ Gaiissian
E!liminatian is _Perf~r.med i,~ th.e "capability of .an in':'core
sOl~er.. No '8peci~t'~~'~t:'entio~ was ·~.iv:en J:.o use the llIC?sb
efficier:tt ~um~r.~c;al '.al.90r1th!l'l~',.~Cll:Uge tlle aim of the pres;nt'
~ j
lncluded in• '~'I The .l~'lit.!n~e 'of 'gPAP' and NLORTHO
th.e .pp';ndiC~.. . ,/
te~ea~~ch ,has bee~ ·primli.rily to ·te~t"_ :t.-~e· effectiVeness of the··





3.1 ,Compatible Plate a.nd'Beam Elements
. The st~ned ~late, in. the, presen~ ~del. can De
co~ceived as an: 'a88embly of Minchin plate. and Timosh~n1co beam
. ~·ierr;~.nt8':,. Th'e qua~r~t~c: i~op~rametx'te 'ben.din~. e·ie~ent'· . [27 •
..i2] t-pgether. wi th the ·'co:rrespond!ng "beam elemen~8 are 8.hown
" -. ...., ,". . ~ , .
in ,;Figs.• ' 2 (a), 2 (b) lind, 2 (el.· The' stiffeper elemsnts are'
~', • . ; p,la~~d a·IOng· the' ed.ges of' plate ~f~ments' wherever neces·sary.
T~e__ 'variat~ons' of t~e p'i~te sh~'~e t:unct,ions Ni along the:
, ,Pla~e edg~s' (t III :tl, 11 .• :tl) are identical to the variations
Of. the stiffene:. shap~ funet.~:ons NU ;and NIIi" ~ence. the
stlffElners' ar~ compa<t.ible anQ: the- conver.gence of the ,syete!t'
.i.s g:ua~ant.eed..
.C>
3 . 2 : Si90 Conve'nHona
,The sign con~entiofllj. are 'such ·t.hat }sagging moments
:'~xx _and ~yy ~i:e pos~tive; !'1yx and' Nyx ·are. PO~-i~iv~.as ~hO"fn
in ~ig .. 3 (M;~ ~ -Mxzi' ~yx·.-= -Nxy); an~ tensiJe Nx~ and ~yy
a,re 'pOsitive,' Th!! p04itive dir~ctions of tpe gen~iralhed
·~~'.sPlaceme~~~; "h;nce:.fi)~,~b .t.er~ed onl~ ,disp~acemen~~•. are' ~18'?
shown.i,n·Fig.3:
~' , . ~ j.:
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3.3 Strain-displacemen't and Stress-strain Jtelations
The d,isplacement field t" for the pIa'te element
. . . .' . P




membrana displacements respectively in the 'x- an4 Y-
-. . ' '\'
d'irections: --
tran8vers~ displa:cement in the z-direction;
E\. ey i, rotationk of a narmal to the plate midsurface about
directions parallel to the y- and x-aJiles
respectively,
is a 5 x 5 identity'mat·ilx;
a~d vector ~Pi of nodal di~placement9. is given as
'" -(Jat t,he ith nod~; (3.1a)
\.
The displacement fiel~8 .ex and .sy for the: x- and y-
directional' stiffeners each consis'ts of four degrees p£
freedom:
For a typical x-stiffener,
t ~~-::: I. ~ N.sx 9
XSX








.. i:l N'lli .~ 6syi, lV'Y I·t,y~· :'r
x,sy
eysy
where 1. in relat10nA (]"2) and (3.3) is a 4x4 ill.entity




~'d.j:::.}. ,ac the ith nod"
.• i
. ,ysx
,1V'y], 69~~" :SY :, at the ith node;
. ' xsy
• iy,y

















(e "+ tl· .J
x,y y, x
(e x :- ';', x)
(9 - w )y ,y .
I)
(J.4a)
I!p. = I?lat~ a:rain-di8P.lac~ment ma'riX
6p :. overall nodal di8pla~ement vect.or for a plate elemen~·~.
and,
Ni, x . 0 ,0
Ni,y
-N i,y -N i , x
-N.~, x i




-N if x "~ 0
-N i.y 0 "1
·,' 16
. ~.
Note that a C?'lMIa following a subscript '~ndicateB a spatial
r' differentiation .....ith respect. to the sUbsequent. variable.
Also, a superscript T. denotes • transpose'.
The 'generalized stress-strain re.lationahip for the




q~ '" tNxx ~yy Nxy Mxx Myy Mxy o~~'QyzJ (3.sa)
and the non-zero elements (O·P)'ij of the aiB symmetric
constitutive matrix a~e .'as follows I
(Op)u • 1~~2 '" (Dp )22: (Dp.)12 • \/(Dp'll • (Dp i21 :
(D p )33 .. Gt: (0 '44 '"~ '" (Op)sS: (Op}45·· . \p _. 12 (1- v )
v(Op)44'" (Op).54:
(Op)66· 1;".. (Dp )44; (Dp)n '" ~~2 •.(Dp)ee·
"-r.~ant1.tie8 E,' t, " and G ha~e' t~e following
ml:l:anings:
E ;;. Young' B modulus for the plate ma.teria1.:
.....
I? late thickness:
\/ ;;. I?oiss..:.n's ratio for "the plate material: and,
G ;;. Shear'~dUl~S (. 2(1 ~ lJ»
5
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It may be noted that 'a divisor 1.2 appears in the
expressIon for (D p }77 to account for the non-uniform shear ......
streG8 distribution across a transverse section.





a~y lNSY¥ MSY:( T ay osyzl














-N TIl, Y 0 -N ';1
and the nQn-zero values (Dgx)ij .and. (DSy)ij of the'4x4
constitutive matrices Q. x 'and~' are as foll~8:~ .'" . /" s sy .
!Psx)U jl Esi!'si/ (D 9X )22 '= Eaxl ex' (D sx )33
"
. '" :~sxJ 8xe" (O-sx.)44 _ G~.~;x.:
(Dsy)u .~ Eel-sy" (DSY)2~ .. E'SyI s / {D'sy)33
G •
;::. Gsy.JsyeJ (08'1)44 - Sl.~Y;
....here.




sy ;;. Cross-sectional areas of x- and 'i-stiffeners
I sx' lay;;: Centroidal .mom""nts of inertia of x- and '1-
..,l. stiffeners
Gsx ' Gsy .= Shear moduli of x- and 'i-st.iffeners
J sxe' J aye... ;; Equivalent POl<l~ moments of 'iner·tia of x- and
, 'I-stiffeners .
It "may be noted that a divisor i.s appears in
(08x)44 -and (0'1)44 to account for the warping of stiff.ener
cross-s.ecti~n8_.
3.4 Global Equilibrium Equations
Assuming that load~/are applied over the plate aurface
a~ ng$les,,: a -global system of linear ~iml,lltaneous equations
can be derived using the virtual" work principle (which is




~. NSX, NSY " Tqt.e1 number cif plate, x-- stiffener and y-
stiffener elements respectively
'1°) .q-:, 'Veeto, 'Of ,dietributed tnesve"e loading
0, " L
° ,
;;: .Vector of exte~nallY. appli~.c,07 entrated nodal loads at
an element level.'
In equ.ation (3.8.), 'a' represents first variation
and 't' represents summa~ion ov!!r...elements. Aleo, it is
understood that the integrals are area or line integrals







The follOlliing relations defi,ne the multipoint rigid
linkages.by means of which the slave stiffener degre'il8 of
freedom are elimi~ated in favour of the master plate noda'l
degrees of freedom from equation (3. a):
1]ll"'~""
-:Y] _\:), ',~, ",
° " Ox· t,;;~p~ 13.10)
1 e. .-y ~
In,relations (3.9). and (3.iO), 6pxT and 6 pyT are"
the 12'xl vecto;rs of reduced "plate nodal deg'r.ees of freedom
correspOndin\ to' It- and' y-stifffmers. respectively.
Proper sUb8ti~uti9ns in equation (3.B) now yield
NP ....' •
t ,I "p I~ l!" ~'r~p dA' +
N~X f a~xT(:t;,x Q.;x llsx ~s~tsx~ 6pxT dx







The £01101111n9 element stiffness matrices are
defined;
Plate stiffnes8 matrix, ~e) .. f ~ l2p IIp ciA (J~12)
Stiffness matrix for an x-stiffener,
)
S t)if~n~88 matrix for_'1- st! fE,aner •.
~~;) =- f t;y ~~y 2,sy ~sy t sy dy
The superscript (at ,indicates that the 'above'
mat.riCes are de'fined at the element level. substitution of
aqua,tione (3.12). (3.13) and (3 .14) i~ equation (3.11)
.. ~p a~. f ~ q dA .+ ~p al~ P (3.15 )
Equation (3.:15) 1:1 now rewritten. by aU9m~ntfn9 all
th~ matrices a.rid v~ct.or8 therein to the 'globali" siz'e, with a
notat:1.on (9) in SUbscript. or 8uper8.~ript indicating
'globai':





91~~~ consistsnt load vocto'. <jet!? 'N~ I ~ q ..
• \'. (3.166)







'S- '" !S~9' • li'~:) + Ii~~.l
ii •.<jetlg) + ~Ig) .).
3.5 Numerical I nte'gratia" and 5 tress Extrapola'tion
~he ~lement st~~fne8S mairic"!s' ~n equations (,.3 .12),
(3.1~) and Ut'14) .are compute~ by·_num•.riC~l int~gratioA in'
natural cOOrdinates. '';hiB lRv_olves .transf?rmil19 the
differential 'areas and lengths in glObal carteaian
. coordinates to thOae in the element' coordinatea 'via the
relevant Jacobian matrices.
-For the plate bending element,., ;he mapping fJ;:an x,
Y-C~'1:F iit::~COO:Tr}:S.defin~ as, 13.18)













"'i it- a N.. IT '" t a:r- Xi' t
"
xi [ ~y and
i-i i=l i"l H i
~'. a aNit ir1 Yi' (<'i' Yt), i • 1 to ·It} being thei-i
"
element. ':lodal c~dinate8.
For. an x-st.i.ffene;;'~\... '.
(3.20)
"','
',of "and .the Jacobia~ of tran"formation is
J x = ~. .' (J.2l)
, a. 3 3~U .
. where ~ .. i~l .-rt xl' xi' (i'. 1 to 3) }?:.eing t.he global '\ l;
x-8t.if~ener no4al c:oc?rdinates.·,. ~
. The Jacobian J y pertaining to a y-8tif~en~.~ fOllOW.:... ..
Simi"larly.by .replacing x and· t in relations (3.21) and (3.22)
by Y and 'I respectively.' ~ote that. inverses':of the ~acobian8'"
.zxy' .J
x
and J y' ar~ re.qutroo'" in th~ computation of cartesian'
derivatives of the shape functions.
"j
. .'; .-...._:~ ...-~;-:
~ ..
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The element stiffness matrices in relationll' (3.12)-
(3.14) lean 00\11- be rewritten as; \.
(e)' .~p • I}p ~p'~p" = I ~p"'l.p ~ IJxyl"d'do
Ii~'~ = I 't~x 'a~x Q.sx Q.u 'tax dx "
f t~x·~~x.llsx llsx 'tax J x dt
.Ii~;') ;; r.t~y l!~y Q.sy '!~y i sy dy ..
.f TT . ~T' D n - 'l' J ~n'






The .1n1;.egrations on the extreme 'right hand sid,s of
~, the ab.ove .relation~ are '~~,rfOrmed~u8ing. a reduced ~-.~oin~
Gaussian quadrature rule. Tlle elemen:t stiffness matrices are.
'. -
then aS8e~bled somewhat in 'the' sty'le of SAP IV [i4],
incorporating. -the geometric '~~ndary conditions in tne'
p'roce~8~ and. the 'resulting matrix equatio!!" ,of the type in
equa~ion' p',IS) is.solved by Ga!lS8ian':7~imincrtion: I"f
distril?ufed'i.o;ad8 are pregen~, the consistent' nodal, load
,,:"~ctor_ i,~ ,eva~u~t~d using an exact2x;21:G~ussia~~adrature
rule. Finally.·; the correct' Yalu~s of the stresses/stress ~
. " \ '. . ";
-resultants are compute4 at the'· Gaussian integration 'points
US,ed in 'element st.iffness matrix generations and bilinearly!










4.1 ~.,esOriP~i?n,of '~he"~l:ment _, .
In ·the formulati,on pr.e\ent.ed. here; the
isoparametr,iCPI~te b7~~ing-.,ele~~~t described\n. c~~Pt~r ~ is
t.r:ansf?rmed -roto a atiffen'ed plat.e 'be~din9" el--e~ent' capClble.:~.f(
accomodating interhc.U orthogonal ,st1ffe~e'rs; (~ee Fig. '.4).;:
This is achieve~,by .co~8t:raining. the displ~cement field ~f .~
' ..
'typ~cal stiffener element. to ·that 'ilf the pl.:at~ element. t;
which it ~s at'tached. [8]. A typical sti£.fener· dement ~y be
imagi!,!'ed t~,have 'pseu'do, 'nod~s" at'its ends ....1ios~
. . .
displacements --are e~pre8aible. in ter:~s ~t the displa.cement;s
~f the eight nodes of the re1ev~.nt'plate element.· :hUS. the V·
effec;t of a stiffener slement ....ithin a plate ele'ment is in
genera! felt at "all of its (plate' 8): eigh~nodes. Tlle
t ._
sti~fnesa terms of a ,typical plate element aJ,.o.ng ....i~h
contr~bution9 fr~ Bti~~enetB are au~~ up' to .obtain, th~
resultant stlffnoa'. ma.trix of the 8~if.fened 'plate bending
eleme!'1t under consideration.'
.-
4 .2~- P late~St.iffne88 ~ n:~lu'8ion
The gener:iUI"aed ~t;-ain-di8placement'a,nd .
. ' ,. , ' . "




'Chapter 3 for the 8-noded qu~dr~tic element (['efer to '.
~elat.t0ns. 3.4. and 3.5) •.~ COnS"eqllently. "the plat.e elem~nt.
stiffn..~6S matrix is ~iven b!f. r"".La:tion 13.. 22 )/and is evalua~ed
nu.m@ricaIt¥' 'using a r~edl.lced "2-:112 Gaussian \qua.drature rule .
. -4.3." Inclusion ~f Stiffeners
..I~.C?rporation of 1%e 8t~'ffne8' ~i:an x-,tf'lffene"r ie
d,emonstr~t~t·be·lOW. A~ analogous proce~ure llIlly be followed
.: i 'for a.y~-~+ttener.'·- 0'
J. '
'../Th,e ·:OllO\ofln~..~i~~lac.eme~t field ~s. a88um~d for"' an
.x-stiffener with respect to the global. axes at; 'reference
, . - .
lying on the plate'midsurt'ace: "
'U~'- \::;I j":'.X)
xax • x
8 ysx . ey ,
The. above .no·tatio~s. have .been explained previQu'aly
in C~apter 3.:' . :., . t
"'" Th~ .r;~·~ant atrain components (a8~u~in9 that
stiHene~s do ~ot cont·ributs.~O'.,"~·in~la~~· shearing
'!'tiffn~S8~.~~e·,.t:'late).~re: .:""' . . ~ ,











are the Young's and shear moduli
respectively for the x-stiffener ma.teri~l and 1.5 '1s a sKear
correction factor.
The"generalised stresses, (,stress-restlltants) are
now evaluated by performing inte~ration of the pertinent
quantities over the cross-section of an x-stiffener
(fJlllowing' the .sign conventions adopted in section J. 2):
"(4.4 )
'0
['"= J zE. sx
o ~~] f:'J ...
where Nsxx' .M sxx and Q'9XZ are membr.ane. bending "and
transverse, shear resultants respec.tively, ~nd <!Asic is the
differential of cr~ss-8ecti~nal area As~ 'pf a ~y~iCal
x- s t1 f fener.
"! ncorporatiri9, St.. Venant "s- tOFsion in an
'approximate way (that is. considering' open we.b ~ectiong with'
ends not restrained :against. warping 80 t:hat an ·.equival.mt




. where the torsional moment ~ SIl: has been included; al$o.
(llSXlU =' f &~x dA sx ' ("t. sx )12" J zE sx c1A. sx ' (ll.sx)22
. • - G ," .
=.1 z2Esx dAsx ' (lI..SX )33 = GsxJaxe and (llsx)44 '" / l~~ dA BX '
"
In particular, for A T-section "shown" in Fig. 4,
have




(.6 sx l12 = fa: Eax dA sx • ~8xbwx J dz +
. t/2
d x+ t/2 + ~fx ."





- ;x [bwxd:c. (d.+ t) + bfxtf:t (2d..t t +"tfx)] (4.Sb)
d x+ t/2 v
(6 8X )22 "" f z2Esx dA sx • Esxbwx ti2 z2dz +
d x+ t/2 + tfx




.. i Eax (bwx {Cd.+ ~)3) - (t13 t +




b\U'. d x ;; ..,1dth and depth respectively of web of an
x-stitfener
.bfx ' t lx ;; width .an~ t~ickness respectively of flange 0.£ t~e '
x~8tift'ener·.
The "gener-;'lized stress-strain r81ati~n expressed by
(4·.S) i~ written in the following compact form: .
where
a~x (Nux Msxx T sx 0sxzl
lind A
sx
is the 4%4 syll'l1letric constitutive IlI&trix with
cOIlIponents (68lt) ij"










-N i , x
where
'.. ~l-::': .l~ l~ll:LX
_. _ e - w 0
x .X
)~.x • iL '.f:: ,. .,.: 1
,,0 ON"l. x "
-Ni,x -N i ,
6psx is a reduced vecto"r of pla..te nodal diaplac~m.ents
pertaining to an x-stiffener' elem'int and Ni (i .. 1 to 8)
'~he shape functions' of the quadratic element of Fig. 2 (a).
The f~llowl.ng relati~nB w:ill re:sult for a y-










~P&Y is' a reduced' vect.or .of p'lato nodal displacements
p~ttainln9 to a typical Y-8tiffe~er and the components ~f the
. .
4x4 symmetric constitu,t:ive matrix !sy can be obtained f'r0lll
relations (4.5a)· through (4.5el by replacing'x by y a.nd .
attaching similar rMlIningll to the quantities occurring
The element stiffness' rna-trices are now defined 1
For an x-'stiffener, '-(
t~=)· f !.~X·~8X lax dx· I !~x ~8X Au Jx,d~ "(4 ... 10)
. Fe; a Y-8tif~ener.
k;;) :s J !~y !.y l.y or· J .@~y !s.y lay J y dll (4.11)
~here J
x
and J y are the Jacobians of transformation in one
dimenaioA. Note that the expressions for element ~tiffne8~
"matrices as given "by ~he right hand aidel.of relation. (4.10)
and (4.11)' can be alternatively o\:,tained -ut applying virtual
. .-'




The integrals in relations (4.10) and (4.11) are
numerica~iy evaluated following a reduced 2-point Gau8sian
quadrature rule. Pri~r to -j,ntegration... the .respective
isopar:ametric coordinates "\ and C
r
of the rth x- -and y-
stiffeners ~re to be dete~mined and substit).tted in all the
re.l;evant quan~itiel. 'For examp1.e, for II. typical orthogonal





global y- coorainate of the rth x- stiffener
Y2,16 .: global y- coordinates of the. 2nd and 6th nodes
respectively of the plate element to whi~h the rth x~
stiffener fs attached.
4.4 Global. Equilibrium Equations. Solution and Stress
Extrapolation
The application of the vir.tu~l work .principle to
~h~_~S!!!!,~ly of Bti.ffe?8d plate elem~nts as ela~orated in
Section 3.4 will lead to the equilibrium equations and .... ill
irnmediate1y reveal that the total global stif.fness of the
system is an. a9cumuiat1on of the st1.ffnesses of'the
individual stiffened plate elements· of proper locations .. The
34
solution procedure for the linear system of simultaneous
equations is identic·al to that described in Section 3.5.
Stresses are calcu~~.:ed accurately at the Gaussian
integration points of the individual pl;ate elements and
extrapQlated bilinearly to thei,r nodes ....here they are
averaged. stres.sea for stiffeners are also calculated at ·the
~au88ian integration pOin\8 of the 8tif~e~~r elements 'and










In addi,t-ion 'to the general-aS$umptions stat.e~ in
Sec. 2,2, the following assumptions are made in the prese~t.
fonnullltion"1
(1) Stiffeners. are orthogonal and 'are ~al1y and closely
spaced,
(li') Be"ing of open web and slender type, 'stiffeners
,contrib"ute insignificantly to. t.he torsional stiffness of
the 'plate:
Th.e "following di,splacement fields ar:e now
considered w'ith reference to the displacements u. v, ex
" . , "\
.nd{aVUw'}".,".1 "ny{.:;:~:) i:,":::(:~:~}e mid~U:=\
v~x,y) - ZGy(x,y) (5",1)
w(x,y)






iT _ itxx tyy I;xy 'yz tul
-1(u. X V. y (U.y· ... V.X}.·(U.Z ... W. X) (V.z+W ..~)1
- !lu. x - zGx.xl (v. y- %ey.y~ [(u.y.... v. 1l 1 - z('ox.y'" lty • x )}
("'.x _·.El
x
) (w,y - ey )}. (5,2)
using re.la~on (5',1).
Assuming i~otropic lIIate:t'ia!. "St,resse~ in the pl~te
are, given
'\














where 0 ..~ ':i~2-' ~. °33 '. G. 044"" b and 0;0:;;-
11 1-" 1-\1 -r
1~2 a,nd. 'the e1i!~ eonltanta E. G and." have been. ellplained
before ffollowing equation (:3.5»:







whe.re the elastic constants E
ax
"d G L. bee~ '.iplaiO" 37
-, ex :
. before (following relation (3.7c)).
(5.5)
\ .~.'T:i" ~ [::""·~ri ::] \. \
where the elastic constantll E
s
)( and Gay .ave the salll8'meap~n9
as their COuDterpar~s f~r:.lt.8·t~.ffeners 1 relat.ion (,S ~~ i.
. .The geneiali~ed stress,es are 0itained by smearing.
out the stiffeners 'over the plate spa~ a\'Id integrating the '<
r~levant quantities over the plate thickn~S8 and ~~Ufener
depths. Typically, t.he bendir:tg' moment Mxx can ~. obtain~ as
t/2 2 ( 2
- ~ J [(zu. x - Z Gx,x' + ~(zv.y-.z 6 y ,y)] .dz
l-lJ -t/2
. t/2+d

















",.~ (e' + "e ) + rxE., \_,'






d ) u' _ I_E_ t_
x ,x . 1'2 (I.-i) ;0
< .. 3 .'
dxt + 0.75 t,2)"] ax, x - 12 ~~~.l-ey~y
(5<;6)
x-stiffener's
b~X' ::: ":"'~b _~ld~~ of, ~.n X-Stit.fener
\y .:;; plate span~in the.y-direction




The remaining str'es~-re,su1tants can be ob~ined
simiJ..arly leading to a:. corietit'!tive relation Of. the fo110\01109






and toL are respective-iy identical to 0p ,and t p de:ined ~n
relations (3.5a) and ~3.4aJ, aM the /lon-zero elements (Dol ij
of the orthotropic constitutive matrix'12.o are given below:
(Do) 11 '" 1~:2 + rxEsxd x (S.h)
(Do) u " ~~~2 ~ (00)2.1 (S.7b)
(D~4 .. ~ rsksxd x (t +. dxl - (° 0 )4;1 (S.7c)
(00 )22 .. r~:2 + ~l8~dy





IDof4""~:"! r E· d (d2",. 1.5 dxt + 0.75 t 2 r (5.'9)
U (1_~2) . 3 x SX:lf X .
(D) -~ - (00 15•945 12 (1-y2i (5,,7h)
.15.7 j)
(D) ..~ +'1 r f d (d2 .+ 1.5 d t + 0.75 t 2 ) (5,.7i)




·!OO)·;~· = ~Gt,~} rXG~XdX
.





5.2 'The Smeared Plate Element:.
ThEt quadt;atic iaoparam.etric: plate element aescri,bed,:
in Se'c. 3.1 is 'used to 4.nterpolate··t~e Independ~t degrees of
. .'. - - -' -,
fie~~om. u'. Y. w. ex IUl~ Sy. in terms. of the correspondin'g
nada!. diapl.acement8. In eonjup.ction ....ith the gene~a1iged
•. ~tre.8-isbt"ain.relation ind~cated'in' (5.1). t.his plate 'element.




5.] InC.rement~l Strai~displacementRelationship f, Large
Deflection~
The relevant components of the Green's stra'in .'
tensor '.( in Lagrangian coordinates). for finite deformat"ione in
an a,ffine space are:
I,xx, ',=:=". "£yz u,x + ~ U:x'~ ~ v~x + ~',w~xV,y +.~ U~y + ~ .V~y:+ ~-.W~y'" -1:l + V • + "u U + v v + iii W.y ... x., ,X ,y ,; .,x .y. ,x.yu .. " .,; , x + u ,xu,z + v v + w w, x • x ,Z ,x "Z~ + w + ~,yU,~ + v v + w w,x, x ,y ,y ,x ,y (5.8)
Introducfng von Ka~man'~ as.9umptions which imply
that the membrane~tiv'es ~re small 'in comparis"on with
derivatives of iii and since the latter is independll'nt Of z.
equation (5.8) call be \fr~tten in the followi'ng simplified
form:
.. r u + .!. w2, x 2 ,xv + 1 2,'yy "y .2 "',y'












The generalized Green' a strain vector corresponding






















• &aL + £oNL.. (5.10)
. .
wh~re it is clear that taL and &oNL re8pectiv~ly correspond
to the linear and non-linear parts of -the total sttain vect~r
Eo: Now, £~ -is identical to t p givf'n in relation '(3.44).
HenclI,_ following relatlo~ (3.4),
.....
; taL -. ~PL '6 (5.11)
.whe!e @:pL i8 id~ntical to ~p in relation (S .. 4)' .
.:..,J_ql.la~iOn 15.10) i8 re-written on 8ub~;itut~on of
coL from relation (5.11)1
(5,U)
Considering t.he ~~rst variation in straih fie.ld due












,y -w ,y -w , x
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Relation (5.13) 1s nOw' r" .r,itten with the help of
"relation (S.14):
ai oNL "': ~ Ii 36p
Substituting· at~ from (5.lS) in' (5~U);
(5.15)
",obtain











Equation' (5.16) above defines the incremental
Btrain-di8pla~ement reh.tion.
5.4 Non-iinear Equilibrium Equations
The streBS t~nBor that corresponds. to the Gr4ien.' 8
strain tensor is the Kirchoff's stress tensor in material
..
(Lagrangian) coordinates: ,:orresponding to the generalized
Green's strain vector to' we have the generalized Kircho.ff's.




o~ ill lN~x N~ N~y'M~x M~' M~~: Q~'z Q~zJ; (5.114)
J~o has been de.fined in "relation (5.7) and to has 'been~"~8fi~:ed
~ncrementally in relati.on (5.16). Note that a~ in t'elati·o~· .
(5; 17) is different from 00 ~n relation (5.7.) in the· 8en'a.8
that a~ is' strictly referred. to the uril;~efo:rmed co~fi9uration
",herfas 00 cOt"':~8Pond8 to .the generalized Cauchy siress". in
the defot·llu~:.d·state. Physically speaking. the final .treaula
should be E.u1erb',n. Le., with respect to the deformed atate
even for the case of finit~ deformations. 'Hene!l, a
conversion from Kirchoff's to E\.IlerJ.an 'stresses ",ilL be .
nec~Bsary'f H~ever. as a' first ~rd-:r approlCimat1~n (since
all the displacement derivat.ives, are ama~l in cOlllpariaon wit.h
unit:() (36], Go can be apprOlC~mated by a~. Thus. equation







As a condition of stable equilibfiult\. the virtual
work pfinciple 1s invoked at an element level following a
total Lagrangian approach:
-f~it~ 0o'd,\ '" a~ R-
Ao .'.
where A is the undeform~ ~l,a:e mid~urface ar~ and'R is
,0 ' '"equ..i valent to the expression in (3 .17b): but' at an eI,ement
level.
Employing relet-tion (5 .,16) in~ equation (S .19). we have.
j a6~.a~ ~o.~ ". _36: R
A
ci
That is, for.a finite virtual displacement field.'
J'~~ a ~'-R"OA~ .. ' ~
In the above equilibrium equations (5.20), ~ and
°0 'are reB~ectively linear and C!"Iadrat:i.c functions of 6p '
HeAce. (5.20). represents a 8e~ of nO~-l1near equations in ~P."
A:lthough ,'(5.20) has been deriVed at a"n element. levli!'l, it can




5.5 Newton-Raphson Solution Algorithm
Equation (S.20) can be. solv,ed iterat~v~ly starting
with an initial guess (at i:ol) for 7lp and then' improving the
value of' 6~ at every (1+ 1) th step following a Newton-Raphson
r·· .aI'''',\thm [37 J. At any stage of ite"tion i, equation (S. 20 l
" is in general n~t satisfie~ and is ~qual to.. a resiaue -'fI(~~)
computed on the basis of 1~, i.e., - ..
i(o~)';' J ~~L 00 dA (~~) - R it'o ~
'0
The aim is to reduce ,(~~) . in ~qua~ion (~.21) to a
~.x~ tolerance limit (TOLER) and this is attempted through
a linearised Taylor's 'expansion of, ~ 11'\ the neighbourhood of
6~ being equat'ed to ze~o:'
,:,,~




I&r in relation (5.22a) is caj.led the ~angent stiffness
matrix".





correspondingly; ,tresses are also -updated a. in the'
following relatione:





An upd&t~. val~~ of .. i~ c&!cCllated fran equation
(5.21) and the "tep~ O\lt.lined by eq~a.tion. (5.22) ~ro!;.1gh
(5.25) are repeat~ ·unt.il conv~rgence 18 attain~d. In order
to impro.ve' numericai st~bility and tQ obtain' intermediate
results, the load i is usually applied in i.ncrements. A
modified .Newton-R'!,hsDn scheme may also be employed according,
to which the updating of ISr in relaU-<m (5.22a) i.s carried
out at ~~xed intervals instead of at every ite.ration st~p.
5.6 Tangent Stiffness Matrix
AaatJming th~t the,at:'~lied loading R.ia
consfirvati~e'; 'the tangent st.iffnes8 Ill&trix in relat.ion,










'; - tO l °2 °3 °4 ~s °6 ?7 °slT • 00
and. m is the total number of degrees 'of freedcm per
element.
Thus, any typical. element of ~ ill






F~om relations (s.22a). (5·.27) and ("S.2S), we have
,
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k ij • ::i ,w:here 'i '~nd 6. are typical eleme.nt8 of t and 6pj. .J
respective ly.
..That. ia..
.15 .. f? ~(i) + ~(q)..@ .. ~~L !.I.(oo) + H(Oo) ioNt/.









":,rom (S. 18), Ita have
jjoo • ~o~co





Compari~ reiat.lona (5.31) and (5.29",,) it is evide.nt that
w(o'?) = ui 1leNt. (5.32)
",
"'ii" the seco~ te"" of the 'right 's'ide 'of squation (5,291. ..
~(;;o) Ilcm. • 1:1(°0) (IlpL + ~NLI,. usIng; relation (5. ~6b)
(5.33 )
using (5.16&).
NQW: ilt can be shown that
(->"SU~~,tltuti;.n9 rellll.l.ts ~r,an (5.32), (5.33) and (5,34) in the'
ri9b9 side of' equation (5.29), ....e obtain
';-:"-.., ~ ~ ~~L 20!loNL + ~T,[_.NX -:XY] ~
.-Nxy y.






~L - @~ 20 ~pL (5 35a)
~NL." @~ 20 ~L +~ Ilc ~ + ~L '2.0~ (S.35b)






Finally, from .eqaation (5.3a). we obtain the tangent






In the above, IS.L is the linear stiffness· ma~.rixl
~L ia quadratically depen<1ent nn 6p; and, '~(l is the Lnltial




5.7 Convergence Criteria /
'2
The following' convergence tests .!dare employed by
specifying a" tolerance limit (TOLER):
Note that the vectors above are assumed as global
tn_-.§.ize a~d the. symbol" indicates a dot product.
wohich 1s d" residual norm check.
(6 1+ 1 '" '6 1+_1 _ '6 1 it '61]1/2
p. P P P , TOLER,
[6~ it 6~]1/2








S.B Numerical Integration and Stress E~trapolatlon
I
:'he integrals in equat/f"0ns.lS.21), (5.36a),,(5.36b)
and (5 .3Ga) ~re numerically evaiuated using a reduced 2-point
Gaussian quadrature rule. The incremental stress-resUltants
given by "equation (5.24) and the ~orre&ponding incremental
'plate ~n~ stiffener s"tresses' are all calculated at ,the 2x2
Gaussian integrat.ion points and biU.nearly ext.rapolated to
t.he nodes. An option is provided in ths progra:n NLORTHO by
means of .which non-linear analysis can be skipped and only Ii







f The results Of-,8 ~onvergence. study on a quartar
plate fo~ the fO~Ul:":ions FEM(Ml) and FEM(M2) a're Pfesented
in Fig. 7. The problem" considered is describ"ed in ~ction
6.2 below.. It. is tnterest.~~9 to \,\ote'that for thiB
• particular CAse" .the fo.rmulations FEM (MI) and FEM (M2) yield
\. identicalvre8~ltll all- ~~pect:e.d. As revealed in. Fig'; 7, b~th.
,the fo~mulation8_POS,S~88 good convergence characteristics •
....
6.·~.~ ..
A s~mply. supported rect"lngular steel pJ.i\te.-
• . '. r- .-
stiffened cent::ally by two ,or,~ho~.onal stiffeners 'we:s
originally coQsldered in (6] ~G 'used .':or 'comparison in (1] .
. A quarter. plate. analysis,.was- carJ;'ied out with a 3x6 mesh
usirtg": formulllHons FEM ("U) and FEM (M2). Although ma~chin9
....ith the prese'n~ formi.qattona is excel,lent fO~ the case of
uni~ormly .di~trlbut,ed l~lIdlng, (refer to Figs. 8-10), there is
a. eignificant variat,it;m for the ,case of-th~ eentral point,
l.o~d (refer ,~ Figs', ~~":'l3). A major contributing factor to
'th,le de';~ation l~ probably the ~ona'idel:'ation of transver!le





A, ·rectangular plate: simply supported at its longer
edges ~nd free ....t its shor~J:_~ge8.....ith nine evenly spacer,)
T-:bar stiffeners across its shorter spans ll.?d subjected to. a
central concentrated load was analysed in [2]. Results
obt.ained through FEM(~l) ~nd FEMjM2) based on a qu~rt~r ~late
a~al~~1i8 ....,t.h a 4x4 mesh a.re'pr~8ented <~n ~i9' .14. Good
aqreeml\!.nt ~th the results given in Fig: 12 of [2] 1s
obserjled .
.~
'. ,. . . . .
the, corners and subjec:tetd to a total ,concentrated load. 9£ 10'
tons has been an.alYS~. ~ith a 5x4 me~r the e~ti~e' ~lat.~'
using forinufation FEM(M2). This problem"'is shown in Fig. 1
tn·"('33:":'I~ 1s C?bBe~:4.'fr~ F,igs: IS', -16 ~nd ia.tt~~~:
deflecti~nB ootained "b~~ein are on tne io,;.e'~· ,!i~.e 'wi,~hin
abcut,'14i} as compa,red to·th, experimental values bUt. il'\
close' J~~eement with' :t'he 't,h~oretiC~l re~!n."lts, both ·S{VEln. in'
H ]': The computecI' stre.s,se/ (r~':fer'~ F igs~ 17'· ~.~ 19').
hOwever, 'bIlV~ mat~hed,qui:e .....oJ .1: Wi"tli' t:h~ exper~mon'~~'l val~es.·
6.5 pi4~E;i~ 4.
,. .' '.,
'. A,. ~l~b with, e~ge ,.~·ellP'':: cast ..ih .Arll.ldi,t. 'is srtown. in'
' .. .' '
\ :..';:. ":',." .
. ,'.;
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deflections and stresses for three different cases are 'given
in Tabfe 2 in (5]. With a 516 mesh for ,the ....hole plate, '
result.s. ob~a:inecl through t FEM (M2) are presented in Table 1,,'
The computed res~lt8 .ag~ee within a maximum of. about 1:5.5'
and 1.es8 than 6' respe.c.t.Lvely witb. 'the corresponding
experiinenta~ ~nd th~oretical values give-n~ in (5].
6.6 Comparison Between OR'I'HO :and FEM(M2)
The 'aim of this J,nves.tigatlon 1s to determine the
extept to which the orthotropic formulation may be applied to
Qbtain ace'eptable r;esult.8. For" thiS .purpose, the' various
J?aram~~~rB. l/kelY to, af.fElet th\ llSBum~tion8.Qf" o~t~otroPhY. '
are iden~lf1ed .a,net a comparatiye' study ·....ith the more accurate
formula.~ion..FEM (M2 i 1s cart.,ieci 'out by varying these
\
Pllramete~8.. In brdE:r to facilitate .4- s.ysternatic study, the
aimpl'ified problem of, a squa.r;-e plate orthogonally .stiffen~d
witl1' rect.angular stiffeners of identica'P sectiona~ and
~at.er:ial 'p~oper_ties is cons,idered. In order to estimate. the'
'd~"iado~ ~f l'll~ximl;lm deflection and :p~ate as. W~~li ~s
stiffener stresses' froin the ort.hotrepic formuiat~on_....ith
re'spect to those from t.he 'diecrc:e plate-.beam fo'rmulation




n "" Maximum linear deflection obtained "throuqh ORTHO




- Maximum linear stiffener:etress obtained t.hrough ORTHO
nsts"Maximum Unear stIffener stress obtained through FEM{M2)
. .
(6.J I
Let the parameters 1'l.." "st.p and Ilats ' which are, ~ll
dimenaiC?nleSll', be together den0r-ee:1 aB, tl. The. ~"ependence 'of 1'\








;; stiffener web width
d~ :: stiffener depth..
;; spac1ng" of stiffeners




;; Young's .modulus for ·the stiffener material
::, Pciisson' iii 'r"tio for' the plate
LT ;; Loading type, concent~ated or uniformly distI"ibuted
()
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GBC = Geometric boundary conditions, e.g. simply <supported
and clampeG.
In equation(6.4), LT and GBC are discrete
'conditions for which no numerical values are necessary and it (
is only to be remembered that these parameters should be
. varied. A. dimensional· analysis [38.39] of the reJllll.ining
variables in equation (6.4) "'ill result: in the following
saven -dimensionless .,-paramei;ersl





In ~he abOVe se,t ,of .-pa.rallleters, \. identJ..£ies if
the plats: is thin or thicK; ·1\'2 may be utilised. ':to study the: .
eifect of the ,span size of- a plate for ~ given web width ~f
atiffelTers: "11 3 is aJllaasure of eccentrIcity 0,£ stiffeners;.
II 4is a parameter of great intersst which is used' to study. the
d,egree -~f close-ly:"spacednes8 of, st,tffeners bey?nd which the
orthOtropic formulation will be unacc~ptable; the parameter'
lS is mod.ified ~ a"more' meaningful rigidity ratio oJo~ l\IJ
shown later: the parameter 116 is no~ ,likely ·t~ pllly any role,
in affecting smeared behaviour and hence has b!""en ltept
constant. at. 0.3; and, :.7 is basically the set- of ~ependent
variables '\,.. ' I1
stp and I'l~t.s '....hose numsrical differences with
unit.y Iff.U- indicate. the extents ,of departt'ure from accuracy.'
It. 'is k'now"n from structural mechanics~ £/(1-).) is a more
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meaningful quantity 'for plates rather than simply E because
of its·t....o-dimensional behaviour. Using this fact and the




In the present ~~rametric study, the stiffened
plate" system 1s assumed to be ,made u~ of one material, L~.
E: '" E.
s
' and further r~fl~ction on the parameter 6/08 is .
call.cd for.. Rewriting. O/Os under the pre:eding assumption,
(~ "" Eel. ~e...:onave.
!L,. . ...L-. !... .• (L)3' .!. "".;...L." '-. ~ ...., "(6.6)
Os 1~\l2 b s d s t .l-'~ 2 .~~ 4 ..




equation (6.6) 'that 12 will be determi~ed if 115 (- 'D/OS'1 1f3
and ,,~ are- knOlrl'n•• flen'ce 1n the CAse studies I - ~.II (Tables
2-8), the parameters that have been varied to study their
effects on Il are as follOW'sl
6.7 Results from "the Geometrically Non-linear Plate
.Analysis
- I t is .kn<!""n th.at .stiffened plates can ta);e up
. .
l!lu.b8tan·tia,1~y "1~rge loads',for which t.he ee.co:nd order effects
,i.~'de,rm~·tiOI) are qU,ite "import'ant allll yet t~~:mat.e~~al may
be's:rellS9d IllUcli·.be,lC1oi' the Yiq,l~ ~int,•. A' geometricall~
nO~linear' aiKl. materi~lly elaBdc~ ",.nalysis: for .E;ccentri.cally
~tiffened'p~a.te8 u~der ort;hotropic assumpt.ions using ~h'e
I:ntegrll.l. Equations Method waapresented in [10]. A quantity'
r~t 'defined in ['10J is redefined. herel
r _ Volume of deck pl.a te per. unit' area
pt :rota1 volume 'of plate and stiffeners per unit' area·
(6.8).
In lig-l1t of the discuss~on in. se~t.ion 6 .~, the
quantity r pt need~ clo.er' examina~~on..E.~lOYin9 the
notations deecrib~d after equation' (6.4)' an:d"fol1~ing the
~efi~ltion of rpt in. (6.8,), we have
~',-, '
r pt '" _----'1'--2-"t~_







where, number of stiffeners in any direction
• ;- - 1 '(6.9.a)
'.,:,'
It i,s seen"fran rel,ation (6.9) that rpt is a
- functi,on of three pon-dimensional qU,~ntities' C/b
a
, sil and
ds/t which' are all i,nClUdetl.in'-.theiist of 'II;"parameters in
(6.5). I~ 'ropt 'to?~ther wit.h s/l and d/t are u8e~ as.
represen.tative,parameters', the quantity l/b
s
.~s autom.a:~ica:1Y ,
fixed. Fu:::ther; if ~/l, ds/t and l/b
a
are ,kn~n, D/D s ' which
i~ a 'rel~v~,nt 'paJ;:ameter af~ecti.ng'orthotropic behaviour. 10
determinable from equation' (6. ~ )'. Hence it is sufficient to
plot. 'in the ~hil} plate range. representative ,~alue8 of
deflection and plate a8 well as- stiffener stresses against
r pt' sil and d/t.. 9iven, the loading and geometric boundary
conditions. In order to attel8Pt a comparison with the
,reSUlts> presented in (10], clamped p1at~s under uniformly
distributed loading is conside·red. In accordance with the
conve~tions followed in ..(10], ths representative central




W <Ii 3!! ;;: Normalized def~e'c:tionii ~.
where,
....m • central deflection
ii. '" Tot"'l volume of plate and stiffeners






t + 2n bads·'"
'12 .
S '... r1 (1_y2)....2
T pm Eii,2
t + 2 <.;. _ 1) b~~9 ". (6,. lOb)
.ii NO~lized plate stress
..,here,
O'pm .. centr~l p.late-top streslI
S '" a .t1=.l..LL..
B 8m E h2
;; Normalized stiffener stress
where,





A normalized' loading p.arameter Q is also defined










All quantities not defined in rel~tlons 1~.10) - (6.131 hay.
been defined previ,oualy in th!! preunt .chapter.
It may be noted that .& value of. r~t- !!.g.~A.~_~ YI3!~Y_ ' _
, "represents an un~tiffened plate. ·Por auch a p1ate, re.u~ta
"'ha've'been'prese~ted i~"iqs. 21-23 with com~ari8on8 from
.: .
["10l. For st.iffened plates" resulta have been "present~ tor
.' .
variOlls val~e~ of t:pt ,and ""da / t in/Fiqa. 24-35, "maint';i~in9"
aIL' constant i;\t 0.067:, The relevant COlm\enta on the
prese-ntation 0'£ theae resulta together with discussions








DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
'7.1 On Formulations FEM(Mll and FEM{Mi:)
The main approaches in, the finite element ahalys~.!3
- - of -;tiffened plates have be;;'n demonstrated with "the. he~p or
-'1 • .-. ,_. .
the formUlations mentioned in the-'h1btitle above. In
E.xample 1 (refer. -to' Sec. 6.2) where th~ quarter platliJ.~ m~.8·h
lay-out was identical" tor both- FEI1.CMll, and fE.M(M:;! >.
p~acticalYY •identi<;al rellul~~ were ~bt~~~ed. Both the "';'~
formulatil:)R.8 ca'n ,therefore 'be ~a.id -to Po~sells :he 8~e. degree
of theoretical c~:lnai8tence. However, the adyantages of
FEM{M2). in which atiHenar", can be placed ~ithin p~at~_~
1!1emE'!ntll, becomes apparent when a 181;98 nU~b:r of 8tiff~;ers-.
is pr~sent". In such a 1:iase the use of FEt1 (MI." in whi~li
stiffeners can 'be !?la~, only alon9 c. p l,.ate nodal l~~es, would
....arrant a de9s,e meshing and con~equentiy, '''01n expensivE!!
analrels. "Furth~ri a....Jt....ard sizes of ,plate elements may "be . "f_ J
~ecessary when the stiffeners are une9Uai~Y-s~aC~d~'rende.;fn9'"..'~
the ou.tput results 'le,98 reliable. H.~n¢e,," F.~M!t'I~ ,);'" 1n wp,icJl.
mssh layo·ut is not dictated by "~ths nu"mber and con'f19~ratie.lt
of stiffeners; is 'a 8uperiorformul~tion as comp~"red 'to
. FEtt(Ml). Consequently,' from Section 6.4 onwards "{n ~aPt.er




Exc.ept_in the .case of. the' coneent~ated load CaBS 'i.~
Example,.l in Se'c~ion 6.2 , the agreement with. the 'publighed
theoretic~l and experimpnta~ results considered here is qu~t~.
reasonable. It'vmay be ~oted that va:rying support c~nditiOns_.
and 9tif~ener-cOnfigu:~.tions fnture' "in the "examples
conside'red. With a fair degree of confidence, it can
th~~efore bt;' said th~t.;,..:ry:M(M2) is' a c~nBistent and reliable ~
iormu laHan.
'"
b~.'-FOrmUlll.t'i6.n·bRTHO ;~d·.the Parametric Study .(.~ab"ie8:
~'. .
2-8) -~ .
·.....:Th~ '[ort"'ot;r~~~t; ~eory: is cjf l'iJ..;tt~r~.c:l impottanc='~'·
in the' analysts of. eH£.fEme~ pllites. s~~c: n~ 'sirf~\e--' - ',-
. . . ~ .
•.ana~Y1;i!=a1:- :~pproach of 'general' apPl'1,c:'~bili"ty iSllvaU.able":-fCl:.r
. . . . . .
the analysi,9 o~ stiffen~d plates, ,~here is no lileratur'e on.
~~,~~~et~~.~~i,-;;~a-ju~'ti:n','~~ t·)'l.e ~c,c,y:~aCY"~f":" the' ort-h~t,r"OPiC' •
the.ory. In 'the preser\t work. FEM(M~) ,ha~.b.en a~.ieady " -
.ide~MtJ"ed ab;;;;e' ~a9 an 'accept'abl~ '~ccura'~e'form·u~~tion..
~~k"i~.j'FE~~~2) -"a~ ';'.'6tan~.a:z;~" . a c?mpOri~o.n·- ha~ .~sn' mads' w~;'"11'
'the orthot.ro:pic fO'~Ul~t'i9d"'ORTHO by y~'rYi,n9, the p.~ra~et~r8 ,
9.J..V~ 1~_,(6. '5) of 'sec;i:O/l 6.6 .... Such a, co~~ri..Bori -i.;. ratio~a.l..
"~1~~e t-h':l.•m~ch~rdcs lll)derlYi'~9 t:h~ forniu"lation~"r~~(~21"'a~_. ,.'
'O~~HO are:' sj.milar ~~cePt for t)a~:'fac;'that ··in· t.he lat~er the.,·
9tLffener!lo ..have 'beer'--:sme~i:ed .'out: and. tJi~' .eU.ec~' ~f ~hi8'·








evaluated. Fig. 20 is a typica.l illustratio!'\ in ~hich it;._ .i'8
shown hoW'. the ci'eviation in deflection p~ofile8 Obt~l~ed from
th.e two formulations narrows down .with increasing ~uinber of
.8ti~fen<8rB. ,·Th'e obaervatibns {r.OIn' the Iif'li,ted parametric
(/"'- study en~merated in C::SS8 Stud'lee. 1: - .VI ,I i1'~bleS 2-81. are
en1isted below:
'., ' .' , . .
From Caae. Study I, i~- is 'seen 't;~.at.maximum. deflection
.and ~late 8t:~eB8e!l are esti~te.d ....ith~n lOi.- on the
··.88.fe.E ,iq~ for /Jit.~, O.•.l~i. ~(L~ •.. 8t8; ~'~Hfener~'i
~lo'herea8 maximum ~tiff(!n~j:' . at~e'9'9':e~ '~r'~ ~btain~d within
In-)',;:: ·::y~c::~ :~'~t:::t::~;·~§:tf;::~·!~Ud~
'I,t; "the srnlla['ed.:'plate- ~88um~~i.o9 yieills In'crea9~~9'1y
.r: '
"Furthermon, l.be ~la.'te '~spec$-. ["otio cIt ~Ae ra1~ed.
400. It. h.ob18rvee; th&t for e/l ratiol ~f 0.111 and'
0'".067 and unif.oml; distrittteC\ loading. the II
. . .
paume.ten ha,.ve ,hOWn ~. signl£ i~.nt· C!'l.llll'Jes as· i






.( v)" . :rohe abjectlv.e' of C~8'e Sttid~ iV.\uill been iaaintained in
,'~~~~t~~21~ij;t~~¥,?
(,vi) On th~·~.is•.·C?lca8l. ~.t·udi,e'i ~-V •• \,t ~is·te~tittJ.v~ly .
. .a~~~~ted·· thatrcouqhly .fo.r, '~/~.' (O:~~'" 'i~e" ~x.illl,Um·.. ,;.
deflectiorrs and p'la~e stres.... tna:Y ~'. exp~c't.ed to.. be .
~i'thin ~-lO' ari th~ ~a~i.mP~ ~ti'ite~~~ :.tresaea ~l;hi~'
15'-iO\. a{l on the ~a~~r 'sidel f~OfJ an ~rtho~rO~l~ ,
" .••. .' •. ,. I j • I
theory: It '·is further no.,t~, ,on ~the :~asi.'.Of, . '. .
Ob~er~ation; in (ii.). abo,Ye" I~~t .at; orth~,~r~pic~ tlieo~1"
~~OUld be. avoided fo~" ~he"" ~aaJ c?t'lcqn.centra:t~",
~oadings,
(viii ca'~""UdY VI ... und",a)<."l~ 0;''" t~·otu;'yth';.
-eff:lcta o~ the parameteJ:::a D/D, a~.d~/t. on 'l.: P?r:
three, vallJeli "of DID viz.' 0,'117. 0.46.) and 0 .938, d~ It.
w""s vari~ in the r:n~e 1"9~".~O '5;38. "In accor'h~n:1





constant at 0.067. It..is observed. that for the stated'
;anges _. of variation of D/Os'~ da/t'" .~. Tlstp and,
Tl
sts _have' remained I:emar.kably 'CCilrsistent throughout.
In Case StudY~:Vlr, a .rectangular prate' stiffened in'
the tr'an8v:~8: directi~n only ~'i~ a lOngiiudin~l sit
ratio of '~~ 067" ',.as anal~zed under' ~ ufliformly
distri.buted loading an~ simply supported edge
condi:io'ns. The Il para.meters are ;8~en to ,be' in quite
,the Barne r~nge. as the perti~ent values for J:.he
,orthogonal'lt stiffen~d square plates analysed
pre.viously.
The quantita,~iv~ observations made above with'
regard to the Case Studies 'i-VIr 8& to cClrroborate the ....
preval,ent qualita~ive,opinion8.on the orthotrople theory.
~uff~ngton [40]· st.ated that ttft: orthotropic theory i's
.applicable provided that the' ratios' of sdf,ferier spacing' to'
plate ~bo~nd!!ry dimens~on8 are· sm~il enough. H~ppman ·and·
,Huffington [,41.] compared'tt:ieir'theoretic.al and' experimental
. _ l'
results ,on deflections and' strains which they found in close
agreem~nt conside.li'~ng' an lli~, x 11in. ,plau st,.I.f~ened in one
direction witll 15 ·stiffene.rs. The theoretical calculations
W'ere be:Ad on ,a~ ·~~t.hotroPic theory. In the p.t'es~nt /
inyesHgatton, defle'cHons and plat" stresses have been found
.~. ~o be within 6:"10' ,~or s/J." ~ .O~'l 'i,e., for 14 stiffeners in




number. of·stiffe~ers. viz.. ' , 15 cho8e~' by ,:!oppnian and
· ~l.l·ffin9to~ £41] pr:obably-oil th<! baf$is-·Of'-eip'er~m~ntal..,....
~~~·erJ~tici·!l8. F'~rther. ,~hp.:pr!'!s:en~ limlt~d ~ra~eteric:' ~tUdY
.i~ci:lca ..t~Ef.:~~a.t: t~e', aetl.liil-"m~9~~~~'de' of 8t'iff~~er .~:pac·hg is
inconseq~e'nt~e:l. and:: the 'r~ t:\.o, -s/ l' (or. "th~ number of
· sti,fe,:neis) ";,taverns. clarkson '[3"]obs'erved -~he inaccuracy of
the ':or~h~trOp~c .th~Ory· fO~ "th'e case of concentrated' loadings.
C~8e Study II 8peCifi~allY indi~ate8 the' large overest(rnation
· of stiffener. stresses that rna:y ~eBult from the application of
the 'crthotropio theory to stiffened plates 'with concentrated
. .
loads. Huffington (40] 'tacitly assumed' that his
arthotropic analysis was ho~ affected ~ the plate boundary.
conditionsl in the present numerical study, ",no sigrlificant
changes in the values ?f 1'\ were found," for".all-s~~e.-clamped
and all-sides"; simply-supported condItions. Troitsky [12)
remarked t~at rigorou's analy~is pr,?cedur~s yield somewhat"
lower values o'f ~tr~sse8" as compared to those obtain~d from
Huber's orthotropic theory", The trend~ in the Cass Studies
I-V"II conflr~ this statement as in nearly all caaes the 11
parameters are greater than unity,
7.3 On Results from the Non-linear Orthotropic Analysis via
p rosr~ ·NLOO'HO' I
R suIts for non-dimen8ion~1 deflection" (w), "plate
t?P-fltr,8SS (ST) and pla~e bOttOm-8t~8S8 (Sa). for a clamped
,.."
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unstiffened thin plate (rpt .. 1) considering geometric
non-linear behaviour have been presented, in Figs. 21-23 along
~~l';'h vllo1ues given by srinivAsan and Ramchandran [Hi]:· The
. . '..
latter authors follOW'ed an Integrai· Equations- ,approa'ch.
Excellent. agreement for wand' S8' -and f~irl~ c'lose agreement
for' ~T. is ,observed.
The 'authors Srinivasan and Ramchandran (10],
pre~en,t.ed their results on stiffened plates 'for different
- "~~lu~8 o~rpt' H~ever~ r pt by itself' is unlikely to ~e"a
unfque param~ter as revealed in equation (6.9) 'where ~8
shown to be a function of three relevant non-dimensional
·Pll.ram~t~rs 1fb
a
••/1. and ds/t. In fact.. for a given value of '.
rpt diff!"rent combinations of .t/b~. a/1 and dsit can be
chosen. Follow.ing the' ra~iqnale presen~ed i~· Sec. 6.7,
. results have' been .p~esent~,~i9S' 24-35 for. ~lft'ere,nt •
values of r pt and ds/t, while' intaining s/ t constant atO.06~ on account of the dependability o.results for 'this
value o~ s/t. It is observed t.hat for a given valus. of rpt '
the eccentdcity parameter ds/t significantly controls the,
representativ&": 8tros8l;l8 and deflections. with increasing
values· of d./t (for"'a' f~.xud rpt.)"'W ,~. increasingly. lOW'e~ed, "
....hich is an expected oU.tcome '.9rthotropic bending 'rigidity iii
a cubic f.lmction of de' for a given plate thickness ·t). 1\





in 9.eneral. values of, ST are. i;;2ased AS the parameter d,/t
i~=~ea_~.~8. The :same l!i. however, not sailn to be true for,s8:
'p.artlic~~~rlY, at l~. rpt V~~~:SI ,8'9,:_0.67 and O~5. the ~
diff.irences in,t.he co!'reapondi~ SB-'O curves (F~9s. 32"and
3~) 'appearto narro..r d<:""no, Fol a given value of rpt' a more
effi1fent d,esign, is likely' to result fran a higher .value of
ds"tt. The curves presented by .Srinivasan a.nd Ramchandran
[LO] have also been reproduced for every value of Cpt
considered by. them" and the lack of uniqueness of these curves
is apparent. ~rom the ;'-6 'curves, it ill noted that at higher
Va).':Ies of the parameter d/t.(e.g.· for dalt .. 6.54 in rig.
30), the non-line.ar behaviour is le88 pcominent. This. is
probably because at higher d/t-values the stiffened plate
system, behaves pr~_~ominantly as a grid st.ructure.
7.4 Epilogue
On the basis of the da~a presented and the
preceding discussions, it is believE!d that the .follow.1n9-
goals have been fulfilled: _
* The applica~ion of the computationally adv~~.t~glous
Mindlin's Shear Distortion Theoz:y to. tho two main
approaches'in finite element ana·l,yeis of stiffe~ed plate.
has been shown ViatformUlatione FEM(Ml) and FEM(M2).
An orthotropic \for .ulatiOn ORTy" a1ll0 ~~8d on MindUn' a
theory, has beeh p 8.snted and a quantitative idea on the
parameters controlling its applicability h~8 been.
formed •
\
The orthotr<?,~ic form~lation has been extended to the ,case
of geometrically non-linear behavfour since: it ....as
r:,cognisea that this formulation may requir~ much less
compu~in9 time thAn the more'rigorous discrete plate-beam
form~·lation8. and'hence may'be preferred for analysis,
under less' demanding 'conditions .
. S~'ft....ar,e ,has been .developed whi*ch ....il~ "be of considerable
aid in future development.al ....orks on geaeral material and
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Table 1 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results from Ref. [5] with.~ormulado~FE~(M2)
d
(i~.)
Defl.ection 1"(2.54 em) from
be~centre. (i.n)
l~a~~(~~fhl Theoretical.1 E xperime!'ltall"'~M (M2,)
Stress (lbj-in2 ) .at
bot.t~ of beam-centre








,39.7 .016 .0178 .0152 1929
(~77 N) (.406 1IlIIl) (.452 rom) (.386 rom) (13.3 'Ml?a)
36.2 .• 0279 .025$ .0263 2667 '
(161 N) (.709 tim) (.648 mn) '(.668· mn) (18.4 Ml?a)
13.8 .0233 .0206 .0223 1665
(61.4 N) (.592 mm) (.523 mm) (.566 nun) (11.5 MPa)
,
22~4. .1879
(15.3 MPa) (13.0 !(Pa)
2909 2648













Cas. 5 tudy 1:
Table '2
2m x 2m plate. 0.02 m thick;











./1 I DIDS I. ds/t
.• 1 "w I Ils t;p I I'Ista




5 .291 .121 -0.475 .307 .125 -0 .S~7 l.05
' I')'.04 .,11.15·.977. .135 5 .326 .129 -0.525 .347 .133 . -0.629 . 1.06, 1.03 1.20.Q91 .1~0 5 .385 .143 -0.594 .403 .144 -0.743 1.05 1..00. 1.25
.111 .195' 5 .463 • 160 -0.715 .485 .159 . -0.912 1.05 0.99 1.28
.143 .251 5 .560 .182 -0,903 .617 .18~ -1".19 1.10 l.01 1.31
.200 .352, 5 .912 .261 -1.16 .867 I .229 -1.71 1.07 0.88 1.48
'r- .~
c
~1 I ~ ,1:
.'







C~.e Study II: 2m x 2m plate. 0.02 m thick:
0.01 m x 0.1 m stiffeners tL'r: Central point load of. 24.odoN:
GBe:, fixed on all side..
lit: 100
7'




da/tl' I FEM(M2 l, I I I ORTHO! I I
0pmX 10-8ll1smX 'lo-al wmx 1031 0pmx lo-al ll: m! 10-8
Ilst~







































"caae Studf III: 2m.J[ 2m p1a~e, 0.02 m thick;
O.Ol-·m x 0.1 m ati'ffenera •
LT: ,ucH of 60',000 N/rril











0prnX lO-a l 0smx lO-a!WmX' .;o3111prnX 10:.8 1o~rnx' lO~~, :"'.
l'I~tp l'Ia.ta





.711 1'~'061l:0i r"7 I . .\.017 .135 5 1.45 -.170 .689 ... ,1.55 -.175 .818 _·1;07 1.p3, 1.19
:091 .160 ~ 1.68 -.185 .795 1.81 - ..192~ .967 1.08 1.04. 1.22
-...111 .195 5 2.01 -.207 .952 2.20 -.217 1.18 - 1.09· 1.65 1.24
".143 .251 5 2.48 -.239 1.19 ~.. 81 -.257 1.54 '1.13 ,.1.0a ,1.29
















.. ' .. Case 'Study'IV:
TaD1e 5
!
8m x 8m plate, O.fo02 .m thick:
[0.02 m x 0.126 tQ .-tiffeners
LT: ud1 of 60 N lnil.








F ---0-.,". -< __ FEM(M2) - , O'RTHO. V,z . _.". aIL. clot daft ..','. "w !ls~p' lIata 'D~I' ...' 7' :- ....mx 103 llp~X "10';6. 0smx 10-6 wmx '103 o~mx ~?-:~ 08~'X ~o'-~ ~~' .':;. .. ~'. '. ,.
r
.067. '.117 6.• 3 .330 -.235 1.25 "350" ":.:243;- '.. ,:'1.48' J".l.06 ~:1.03 .. ,1~1~;
.• ,1.11 .195. 6.0/ -.519 -.• 312 1.·98 '.575 ~ ~!335..... J..47 ,~h~1 -t ..~7 1.~5J'













































,_ ,,~j ,.. ,. ..... '.0> ••,.,
: .L'1l: '~-dl 'of 60,000 N/nil-













FEM(M2) I ORTHO \
.1' O/DS daft "w Ilstp "sta
wmx 103 ap~~ 10-8 G.mx 10-8 "'mx 103 0p'mx lO~8 GsmX 10-8
·.067 .117 3.97 . 1.28 -.174 g1i~ L3\ \177 . 0.S50· 1.06 1.02 1.17) .067 .111 4.37 1.28 -.161 1. 36 .171 0.612 1",06 1.02 .,1.-17
.067 .117 5 1.29' .. -.159 0,.608 1.36 163 a.7ll
,f;g:
't02 1.17) .067 .117 5.38 '1.29 -.155 0.6'59 1.37 -. ~S91 0.722 .02 , -1.17
.067 .469. 2.5 3.62 -.363 0.929 3.82 ::~~~ . LOB 1.06 LOV 1.'.!fi .
.067 .469 2.75 3.70 -.361 1.05 3.90 1..22 1.05 . 1.02 .1.16
.067 .469 ]'.15 3.80 -.355- 1.23 4.00 -.J6l4 1.42 1.05.. 1.02 1.16
.067 .469 3.39· 3.86 -.353 1.34 4.ct1 -.lul 1.55 hOS 1.02 1.16
.067 .
.938 1.98" 5.68 -;513 1.22 5.91 •• 525 1.;42 LOS 1.02 1.16
.-067 •.9.38 2."" 6.08 -.518- 1.63 6.40 -.531 1.89 1.05 1.03 1.16
.067 .938 1~·6' 6.18 -.517 1.77 6.49 -.531 2.0/5 1.05 1.03 1.16
.I
·1, ' . \ ' .
\
'j
-,: /~: ' .
Ca•• St~dy VII:
Table B
3.6m x 16m plate, .02m thick:
transversely atiffened by 14 equally spaced stiffeners
(Le.· sLt - .067. whttre t • longitudinal span:: 16m)
LT: udt of 1000 N/rri2 .
:GBC: All sides simple supported





0/0.,/ daft "C I ... I ,Ilstp Illata
"
wmx 103 GpmX lQ-7 0amx 10-7, "'mx 103 0pmx 10-7 GamX 10-7/
1/117 6'.93 0.420 -.153 0.849 0.437 -.155 ' 1.01 /1.0'/1.0'11.1'/1'117 7," 0.4).9 -.144 0.979 0.437 -.146 1.17 LOA 1.02 1.19 I /.117 8.74 0.418' -.138 1.08 0.436 . -.14Q _ 1.29 1. 4 1.02 l. 9.938 3.97. 2.25 -.501 2.91 2.37 -.SIS 3.39 LOS 1.03 1.16
. .938. 4.36 2.29 -.500 3.26 2.41 -.5U .'~8. LOS l.02 1. 16
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Fig·. 13 .' Plate Moment 'Var1~t1on Under Concentrated
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Fig.19. Stresses In rranSVfrBe Beams
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C THIS IS nm LISTING dp PROCIWI SPAP (STIFFENED PLATE ANALTSIS
c PRooRAY). SPAIl·IS SE1.F·~ONTAlHED.
C!!l! Ill!! ''-'1111 ~H III I! !! 1111l!!n!! I!lll!! 1lI!l!! Ill!! I! I,! I!!!!!!!!!!
~~~~~;~~~;)~~~~~~~i~:~~~i~~6~~~~~~i~o~~o~~=6~~~i6
) .OSTP(100000) .UlYUOO,16) .QZ(100) .ES'IT(40.40) .PC (100) ,ESTFX1:(16
D~~(:::~~:(~~~ :~:~~)~~~C::~~::i(1~~ .P(400~ .• XD (40,0).
DIUEHSIOJl IFRUOO) I NSTUOa,IO) .iP'RX(100). IFRY(100) ,NSTXUOO.5) •
1 NSTYC,100.6) .!?X(60). IPY(50) .XS(150). YSceD) ,
COWKOR MODEr .NE1.EJI. NNODE, NDOFH. NBN.LTYPE. IANT





COW,ON/ELP)lOPXlIDELXl.IDELX2,BRX(2) ,DPX(2) .BFX(2) •TFX(2).
I CI)«21.CFX(2) ....
COlDIDN/ELPROPY/IDELYl. IDELY2.BRY(2) ,DPY(2) .BFY(2) •'I'FY(2).
I CIY(2). CFY (2)
CIIIIIII~~~~I~~;~~;~~;~;~~;~~IIIIIIII:I~'1111111111111II
e' . INPUT DATA IN FD.z. sPAP1: OAT' ... ... .... -..-~. . ...
C FOR CHECKING CORRECTNESS OF INPUT DATA AIID ERROR DIAGNOSTIC
~. '=:~AT~~F:.r~;·~:~FILE SPAP3.DAT --"'-,-/
C! II' "'1'"111' Illllllll (III'! !lllll! Ifl! Ill' I! 1IIII I! II' II! II I'll!!!' .'
-: OPEH(UJrfIT-6.FJLE=.'SPAP1.DAT'·. TYPE='OLD') •
OPEN (UJrfIT=2.FILE='SPAP2. OAT' ,TYPE='NEI')
OPEH(UJrfIT=15.FILE='SPAP3. OAT' •TYPE='!fEW.' j
e,!,!!! I! "! I!!I! 11111 ~I! II !II!! 1I1!!!! I I II! I! I I I I!! I! I I I! I I!! II I!! I!!!!'
C NODEr=TOTAL IflJMBER OF NODES IN TIlE WESH
C NELmI=TOTAL NUJmER OF PLATE El.EYENTS IN nm WESH
C HNoDE=NUIIBER OF NODES PER ELFlIENT
C NDOFNo:NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM PER NODE
~ ~~RO;q~~~~;N=lQ1lER nmob)oR UDL
C IAHT=1 DlPLIES .FEYOU) IS ACTIVATED; PEY(M2) QTHERIISE
CII' I 1"1"""1'1""""""'11" II11I II 'II ,"IIIIII! 111"1 '111111' I I! I I .
REA:D (6,.)NO~ET;Jf~,NHOD~,NDOfl, NBN ,LTYPE. IANT '
CIIIIIIlll'"flllllllll'HIIII'!II,lllllllfll'P1III1IIII.1,illl'IILIIIIII-!




IETPY=l OR 2 ACCORDINC AS THERE ARE OKE DR TWO TYPES OF
Y-STIFFEMERS
X()=GLOBAL X=CQORDINATE OF A PI,.ATE NODE
YOcCLUSAL Y-COORDlIfATE OF A PLATE NOCE
NODES(:)=ELniElIT NODE tMmER'FROM THE FIRST ELEWEJrfT 10 THE LAST'ElJ'.IlFd'T .




. DO 20 IE=1.~ /" .
•-- READ (6••) (NODESeIE. I) .1=1,RHODE)
20 • cpHTllWE ',j"
NDEF=NODET·HDOFH
NDEFE=NNODE.NDOFN






01 !!!I!!!!!!'l!!!II!! I!!!!l"! I'!!"!!! II! 1!!lll!!I!!!! I!!!! I!!!!!!!!!!.!
C INPUT STIFFEHER CONFIGURATION DATA FOR FEWOI1)
C NaEYX OR NELEKY-TOTAL' IMIDER OF X- OR Y-STIFFENERS
C NDOFHX OR NDOFNY=lMmER OF DECREES OF FREEDOM PER HOoE FOR
C X- OR Y-STIFFENERS ...
C NNOOEX OR NNODEY=tMmER OF NODES PER Et.mmfT FOR X- OR y-
O STIFFEtfElIS
C NODESX1CIEl(.3) OR NODESY1(IEY.3)-=NOPE NUIlBER FOR X- OR Y-
C STlFFEJrlEJlS FRmI 11m FIRST TO THE U.ST !l.EWEHT




READ(6•• ) (NODESX1(IEX.I) .I::oLNNODEX)
21 COHTIJrltI£ "'
6~1 REAJ)(6 •• )HELEIn'.NDDM.HNODEY
IF.(HELEWY .EQ:O)OO TO 652
DO 22 IEY=l.NELDrt '








CIIIIIIIIII'" "'111' 1I11"!" III II III !!lI' Ill! I!! '"!I!!!"!!!!!!! I!! ,-"
~ ~;c~:O~~=I: ~~~c~_~~ AND
c -¥ f-STIFFEKER 'NODES
C max.Nm.EMY=TOTAL~ OF ll:-STIFFEHER AJRi Y-BTIFFEHEJl
C ELEImf'l'B ••
C NODESX2(IEX.l·,OR 2)=PSEUDD HODE HUUJlER OF AX X-ST~
C IPXciEx>=Hi.IImER OF TIlE PLATE ELEWEHT TO IHICH AX X-STlFFEHER
c Pi.rJmrr IS ATTACHED .
C YS(IEX)=GLOBAL Y-COORDIHATE OF AX ORTHOGOIfAL X-STIFFENER
C NODESY2(IE'f.l,OR'2). IPYCIEY) • XSCm) HAVE SDlI!..AR l!EA.tiIHGS




IFCNELEKJ( •. EQ:O)GO TO 3001
DO 3002 IEX=l.NELEKX
3002 READ(S••) (IrfODESX2(IElC. X). 1=1, 2)
DO 30Q3 IEl=l. NELEJ,()[
3003 READ (6••) IPX (IEX) •YS(IEX)
3001 !Fc!d:LEwY.EQ.O)OD TO 602
DO, 3006 1EY=1, HELEWY
3006 READ (6, .) (HODESY2(IE'(. I).1:1,2)
DO -aooo IE'(:::Il. HELEYY
30011 READ(6 ••)IPYCIEY),XSCIEY) •
Cllllll !INITIALIZE 10 ARRAY!!!!!!!!!!!! III!' I "'! I II ,',!!! II !" I!"! I! " '"'




2001 FOIUlAT(2X.UIHCOHSTRAINT N"ODES.3X,18HCOHSTRAIllT INDICES)
CI 11'" IINPUT QEOUETRIC BOUHDARY CONDITIONS'! II!' "IIII! '"I!!!' II!' ""
C H'ODEB=A BOUNDARY NODE NUMBER
C ID(K,NODED)=1 WANS K 111. DECREE OF FREEDOM IS FIXED AT NODED
C "~ ID(K.NODEB)eO ~S Ie 111. DECREE OF~ IS FREE AT- NODED









. CII.' I'! !:~~N(J THE ID ARRAY I !!! I!!!!!'!! 2j! " II '.l! I! Ill!!!' I! "!!!! I!
DO 601 J:!it. MOO.EY'
DO 601 l=l.NDOJolf






cALL CAPE(~.NNODE.NDOFN.NODES.LW. 10, KDEFE)
CIIIIIIIREAD 'mE El.EWENT ·PROPERTIES' ,,,!, II n 11111 I! ! II! '" rn !'!! III! I H
C. YRG (l)=YOUHO 'S "IIODULUS FOR'TH;E PLATE WATmtIAL .
. ~ ~~;r1~S.:;~;O FOR THE X-STIFFENER UAmlIAL. ;\
C YHG (2) •ne (3) =YOUNG 'S MODULI· FOR THE .X-STIFFEIfER ~J;)-' 'Y-STIFFENER'
C KATERIALS !\EBPECTIVELY .....
C BRXO .~RY()=WEB nOllls OF AN X-STIFFENER AND A Y-STIFFENER
C RESPECTIVELY .
C DPXC) •DPYO=DEPnlS OF lEa: OF AN X-STIFFENER AND A V-STIFFENER
C RESPECTIVELY .
C BFX() .BFY()=FLAHGE IIDnI!l: OF AN X-STIFFENER AND A V-STIFFENER
C RESPECTIVELY
C TFX(). TFY()=FLAHGE tHlcxNEsSES OF AN- X-STIFFENER AND A
C V-STIFFENER RESPECTIVELY'., . .
C CIX() ,CIY()=TORSIDNAll-RIGIDm CONSTANTS FOR AN X-STIFFEtfER AND
C A Y-'STIFFENER RFSPECTIVELY . ,
C IDELX1.IDEl.X2=LDllrS OF )(-STIFFEHER EI.EWENTS OF SECOND TYPE OF
C GEOUETKY IHEN ri.1'Px=2 .
C IDELY1.IDFJ..Y2=LDlITS OF Y-STIFFENER. FJ..mmNT8 OF SECOND TYPE OF
C aEOlIETRY WHEN :IETIJY=2 . ,
C!III!IIlllIIIIIIHlllIlIIIIII!Illn!!!!I!I!!!!!!!I"!'!!!!IIIIIIII11I!!!I 1'-----:-'"
READ(6,.)YHO(1) ,POS, TIl .
IF(HELDOC.OT .O)TIIEN p-
=~:::~B~~DPXUl .BFXUl. TFXCll .ClXUl ,CFXUl
'IF(IE1PX~i1)GOTO 1800
READ (6,.) tDb.Xl. tDELX2
READ(., ')BRX(2) •DPX (2).BFX (2) •TFX(2) .CIJ«21.CFX(2)
10'0 IF(IA!lT.EQ.I.)'lHEII







RJW)(6.')8AY(l) .DPY(1) .BFYU). TFYct) ,CIY(t) ,CFYU)
IFCD'I'ri .EQ~ 1)00 10 1801
READ C6.')IDELY1.IDELY2 .'
READ(6,')BRY(2) ,DPY(2) .BFY(2) •TFY(2) .CIY(2) .CFY(2)
1801 IF(IAHT .EQ.l)THEK .
CALL CABF;Y (JIELEUY. RHODEY. NDOFHY. N'ODESY1.lJlY. 10,HOEFEr)
:;;
IFo..TYPE-t) liilil. 1100 ,lIg
·CI ! '" ! UREAD UJf.IFORIILY DIfi~mt11'ED LOAD DATA!! " ! ! ! ! !!! ! ! !! I ! ! ! ! !! " ! ! ! ! /
C QZO"UJftF0RIILY DISTRIBUTED LOAD FOR nm: IHOLE PLATE' . j'
01 n II' '-' IIII "'"111Illl! III "' 'J,I!! LIlI! HIl !llllll!!!lI! I! 1t!!!!!!!I! '
gil R!AD(6.')QZeu. . . '.
DO "06 r.f2.imi.EY .
606 QZm-QZ(ll .
~ QDTOliI1iI2- .
Clll! IIIREAD CONCENTRATED LOAD DATAl II III II 1111111111/1 Ill! I! IIIIII!!!I!
, ~ :~~~~ ~~O:0~~~N:';~~O~~OAD IS APPLIFJ)"
C P () =A NODAL POINT LOAD IN THE DlREd'rION OF THE CORRESPONDING
C NODAL. DEGREE OF ;1lEEDOII:
01 tJ II J 11111111111 II.IIIIIIIIIII!! III II! I! I'"' II!!! II Irt! I!! ,"!J!! !lUll
990 RP;ADC6••')HNCL
DO "1iI01 IlfCL=l.NNCL
READe6. ')HODEC. (P(IDCI.NODEC» •I=l'.NDOFN)
,HSTOR(IHCL) =HODEC





~~°r..:~';::x.y~. ' _ /~-~'
1 TH.POS.AE.O.D,SR.NHODE.HDEFE,.ESTP. lERl)














CAll. ESYBX2 CNJf.pDE. IEX. IPX. Y8. X•Y,lODES. £S1FX2 •!ERe)







CALL ESIQIYl 'nOGEY. MODEST1,:.::):1. IEJt3)
IF(~.EQ.1)QQ TO 676 .
CALL aSUBYI CUIY ,ES1'FYl.~ .HAD'.NO .OSTF;
ELSE . .
X2=IPY(~) ... . .
CALL ESKBU (KHOOE. IEY. IPY ,XS.x. Y. NODES. EBTFY2. IER6)
IF(IER6.EQ.1)GO TO 616 I
CAlJ... G~(lJI.ESTFY2. ~2.HADF. HDEF'!. OSTF)
EIIIl IF
:~ .. ~~~~Y(NADF·.OSTF.}J.XD.mUI).
. ~~~.EQ.1)~O TO 676"
1.::=0
10000000












1157 FOIUlAT(2X.8HNODE NO. ,llX. iHU.13X. Uri.13X.IIll. 10X.IlHTIlETAX.
1 7X,8KnlETAY)
DO 068' 0"1. HODRT
lal'm(s. 868) MI, (DISP (StNH+IiIJI-S) ~ aDI=l, 6)














SSV COHTDlIJE - \.
























.IF(IAIlT.I!Q.l,1'HEII.. . . . '.' . ".
CALL: STRESSXl (!IEl.nQC.,NODET.• NODESXl. HNODEX. X. CISP. IFRX. HSTX)
ELSE"' , .' :.. ~
eAI+' 6m:s~2 t~. NIIODE; MODEn:. HDDESX2.X.Y. YB. oI'SP.
1.· HODES,IFRX.-IPX.t(STX) ,
ENPIF .
&85 IFCilELmrt,EQ.O)DO TO 676
I IF(IAHT.EQ .. 1)THEIf
. DO ;670 ,«:itMODET
.0 ,670. IEY=l, NELEII'r





IF (NODESYI (lEY. IN)' .EQ. X)THE:N
;J:FRY(K):cIFRY(X)+1 ,







DO 671 IN;:1,2. .'
IF (XOOESY2(IEY •IX) .EG. Xl11ll!ll
lFRY(X)=IFRY(X) +1





CALL _S~SSYl (m.DlY. HODET-, NODESY1. RNODEY , Y. DISP. IFRY: WTY)
ELSE
CAll STjmSSY2 (NEI...EYY. NNODE, NODETY, NODESY2.X, Y,XS.DUP,











OUIENSION XG(2). YO(2) ,1(2).11 (4) .GSPX(4) ,GSPY(4)







GSPX (2) =XG (1)











SUBR011l'IKE QAUSQ21(GSPX ..GSPY.t1) _
D:DIENSIOI G8PX'(2).GSPY(2)· -
GSPX(U"·O , 6773602802 ' J
OSPX(2)::;O 6773602892 Q '.',







"t 88(1)=0.26"; (1,-8). (1. +T) ~ '(;'8+T-l)
88(2),0.6* (1,+1)' (1.·8"'2)-
88(3)=0.26' U,+8)' (1. +T) '!' (8+T-1)
8H(4)=0.6*(1,+8)*(1,-1"'2) .
6"(6)=0:26* (1.+8)' (t. -T). (S-T-U
88,CO).to. 6* (1. -1')'h. ';"8"2) -
SH(7)=O.~6•.(1.-S)' U.~:"T)-(~S-T-l.)




ADERrV-ci. i) ..o. 26* (82-1+812-T*1)
APFJlIVC1.2)=O.6"(-S2~ST2) ,
ADtRIV,( i.,3) =0 .26'~(S~+.T~ST2+T'T»)
, ·ADt:RIV(i.4)=O'~'C1.-T'T)
~ADERiV ~1. 6) -0;26* (S2~T-S'J:2+T'T)
ADOn U,IS) =Q .S' C-.S2'!if2>
AJ)ERIV(l. 7) -0.26_ (82+T";812-T_1),
ADERIVU.8)=O,6.(-'1,+T.T)' .' .









.' ADERIV(2.3) :0'.26t (T2+B+StS+ST2)
ADERIV(2. 4):0. 6t (-T2-ST2)
AoERIV(2. 6)'.0.26. (T2':'S-StS+ST2)





SimROUrIHE': JACOB (IE,X;·Y. HODES:
1 ~~:i:J~~i~~~_(~=;~N"ODES (100, 8) ~EJA~(2.2) ,EJIHY (2. ',n, •
1 ADERIY,(2.8LCARTD(2,8) ..' •





. 00,10 1=1.8..· .'
- EJAC(l.1)~EJACC1~ 1)+IiPERIV(1".I) tX(NODES(IE. I»
EJAC(1 ..2).=EJAC(1. 2)+ADERIV(1. I) •.Y(NODES (IE. I»
EJAC(2.1l=EJAC(2.,1)~ADERIVC2.I) .XCHQDEs(Iil:.I))
E"JAC.(2, 2)"EJACC2.!2)+ADERIY~2. I) tY(~ODEs"(IE:I))­
CONTINUE





EJIHV~2. 2) =EJAC (t .'~)~~AC . • .'
DO 20 1.=1.8 ~~ . . '
~ARTD(1~g=EJIHVC1.U tADE~IIY(l. J)+EJ~NVCi.~) .¥>ER,~VC2,:n ,




SUBROtn'tHE CONS (AE. ci.D. Sa)
COWDN/F1LPROP/YNG (3) ,POS. TH"
AE=YNoc1> .nl/U. -P08"2)
G=YHQUt.TH/(2.' <1. +paS»




SUBROUTINE CONSll (BRX.DPX.BFX. TFX.ASX.DSx.SSX•..ElC.






XI=BRX'DPX"3/12. tBUeoPX_ (DPX/2. +TFX-OX) "2-
,I BFX,TFX"3/12. +BFX+TfX. (GX-TFX/2.)"2
DSX;"YXG (2) _XI
EX=DPX+'IF)[+TH/2. -ox
SSX"'YNQ (2)' (BRX+opx+m+TFX) / (3. O' (1 .•POS»
TRX=YHC(2)' (CIX'PPX+ORX"3+CfX+BFX+TFX"3) I (2.' (1. 'POS»
REnJRN
END
SUBROUTI,HE COHS2~. DPY. BFY. TFY. AS'(.D~. SST.EY.
1 ·en.CFY.TRY)
COIAlOIfIELPROP/YIG(3) ,P08,11I
COIOmIf en. YI, OT
CSY=BRY'DPY·BFY·m
ASY=YJfo (3)' (BRY,OPY+BFY+TFY)
QY-C,RY+DPY' (DPY/2. +1F'f) +BFY+TFY'TFY/2.) I
1 (BRY,OPY+BPY,TFY)
U"ORY'DPY"3!12. -BRY'OPY* (OPY/2. +TfY-GY) '.2+





/sSY=YNC (3)' (BIIY,DPY+BFY'TFY) I (3" O' (1. ·poSH
TRY=YNC (3) .. (CWV'OPY'SRY"3+CFY'BFY'TFY"S) I <2.' (1 . +POS»
RE1UIllI
ElID
SUBROUTINE dONS12(BRX. DPX,BFX, TFX.ASX1.1.SX2. DSX:SSX.
1 CIX.CFX. TRX)
CDWll:ON!ELPROP/YNC(3) ,P08.11I
ASX1=YNG (2)' (~RX!9pX+BFX'jFX) ;., .
~~~;:X~~~~~~,:~:~~~::~~==;'nt}+BFX'mc. (2. 'D~X+T1ItTFX»
C2= (OPXl'O. 6'~+TFX) "S':' (DPX+O. 6'111) ',.a
DSX=YNG (2).' (BRX',Cl+BFX'C2) /3. ",
SSX=YNG (2)' (BRX'O'pX+BFx'TFX) / (3. O' (1" +POS»
TRX=YNG(2)' (ciJx'OPX'BRX"3+CFX'8FX'm"3) I (2.' (1 .•P05»
RETURN' .
ElID




ASY2=O. 6'YHO (3)" (BRY,DPy,(DPYtTH) +BFY'TFY' .(2. 'OPT+nftTFY) )
Cl=(DPY+O,6ITH).U3-(O.6,nt) ••3 .
02= (OP'(.+O. &'TH+TFY) "3- (OPY+o. 6_TH) ",3
DSY=YHC (3) .. (BRY,Cl+BFY,C2) /3. .
sSY=YNC (3)" (BRY'DPY+BFY.TFY) J (3. O. U . +P08»












DERIV (3) -0.6- (t. +2. _6)
JUrnlIlJI
END
SUBRQtrrI~ J"..COBil (YE, X,HODEnI, DERIV .DJAC, CARTD. IER2)
DDIENSION XCtOO) .J10DE;S"XI(100,3) ,DERIV(a) ,CARn)(3)
EJAC=DERIV(l) .X(NODESX1(IE.1»+DERIV(2)-X(HODESXl (IE,2»


















EJIHV=1 ./DJAC . .
CARTO (t)=!JIHV_DERIV (1)
CARTD(2)=EJIHV_ DERIV (2)














DIKEH'SIDII :(100) .HDDESUCD.B) .ADmlIVC2.8' .CIJlTD(2. 8)
EJAC=O.O
DO 10 1-1••HODE
EJAC=WC.ADERIV(1. I) .X(HODES(IE. 1)
COJrTDt.lE
XDJ"c=EJAC









SUBROUTINE JACOBY2 (1£,HNOO£;Y ,HODES,ADERIV. YDJAC,CAltTD. IEft6)
DIMEKSION ruOO) ,ilODESUOO.8) .ADERIV(2.8) .CARTD(2. 8)
EJAO=O.O
DO 10 1-1, RNODE
. EJAC=EJAC+ADERIV(2.1) .Y(NODES(IE. I»
COmNUE
YDJACZEJAC
. IF<YDJAC.l.E.O.O)CO TO 30
EJDfV=l./YDJAC
DO 20 la1,nODE







1 TH.POS.AE.• O;O,SR.NHODE,NDEPE.F.STF). .
DIllENSID. m1P(26) .CARTD('.S).SH(.).I!Il1P('D.'Ol.~ERIV(•• 8l"










DO 80 Ka l,.
B=QSPX(k)
""..Y(K)
CALL SHAPE(S, T. 5H.AnOIV)
_ CALL "JACOBtlE.X.Y,NOD$S.'ADERIV.
1 XDJAC,CARTD,lE:RU
CST:11 (I) ,XDJAC _ _."
'J'EWPC'1>.=17JlP. (l),:,:csrt CAE.tCARTDU,I) tCARTDtl. J).G'~iD(2'X).
1 CARTD(2.J»" • . ,
1'FJIP(2)=TF.:KP(2) .CST_ (POSte_CARmel. X) tCARTD(2.J)" .
. Ct CARTD(2,ntC/JlTDU;J» .•
1'!i&' (lI) ='I'DiP(lI)"+CSrt (POS'AEtCARTI)(2. I) tCARTD(1. J) +
,1 GtWTDCl.I CARTtH2.J») .
'J'EWP(7)- (7) +CST_ (AEoiCARTD(2, I) 'CARTD(2. J)'
1 atCARTD(1.1 'CARTr)(l.J» .
n:wP(13),:= (13),C8Tt (5RtOARTDCl. X) tCARTD(l. J).
1 SRtCAR.TD(2. )'CARTD(2.J»
'J'EWP (14) -TEYP (14) -csrtSRtCARTDU)r) "SH (J)
-TEWP (16) -mIP (16) -CSTtSRtCARTD(2; 1) 'SH(J)
1DIP (18) ='m(p (18) -CST-SHtSH eI) 'CARTD (1. J)
TEWP(1")"~(lln'C8T'(DtCARTDCl, 1) tCARTD_U. J)'
1 D_(I', -1I0B) tCARTD(2.U tCARTD(2.J)/2. O+SR'SH(I)'SHeJ»
TEKP (20) ='mIP.(20) ..CSTt (D'POStCARTD (1. 1)'CARTD(2. J).
1 D'(1.-POS)'CAJlTD(2,ntOOTD(1.J)/2.0) .
TmfP(23) =1'EIIP (23) -CSTtSa'SH (I) 'CARTD (2; J)
'l'n(p (20&) =nXPC2t) .CsTt (POS-DtCARTD (2,1) -COTDU. J) •
1 D-(1.-POS) _eARTDCt. I) .CARTDe2. J)/2'.O)
1'EKP (26)";T£KP e2J,cnt CD-CAATD'(2, I) tOO11)(2. J).
~~~i.~S)'CARrD~l ) tCARTD(.l. J)!2 . O.SR_SH (I) 'SH(J»
L~O .
DO 11111 1I=6-I-o&.S' .









































SUBROYTIIE ESKBXI (IllfODEX.IODF;SXI, X. IE,ES1'FX1. IER2).
C!! !III I ! !l11I! 1111111 ,,,,,,,! IIII1!! !lIlt! IIIIII! IIIIIll! !!lII! ,,,",!,
C CmIPl1TE8 X-STIFFFJIER E1.nDT MATRIX If FEll (UU BY -REOOCED
C INTECRATIDIf
C1111111"1I1I1 111111111111111111111 11111111111111)1111I11"111! "111111·'
DImSIOIf KODESX1(100;3),X(100).ESTFXl(16.16).SHC3) ,DERIV<a>.
1 CAIlTD(3) ,T!lIfC26l,GSPXC,l,GSPY(,) . .
COUllOHIE'J.PROPIYNO(3) ,POB.rn



























CALL CtINSll (SRxx, DPXX,SFXX', TFXX,ASX,DSX, SSX,EX,









CALL jACDBXl (IE,X.. NODESX1. DERIV, DJAC,CARTD,IER2)
IF(IERa:EQ.1)oo riJ 40
CST=WUDJAC
'T!UP (U-'lDP (1) +ASl(.CARTD (I) .CA!lTD(J) ~CST
mIP(4)1I'IDP (4) -CST.EX.ASX.CABTD (X) .CARTD (J)
,TEI(p (110aTEMP (13) +CST.SSX.CAJlTD(I) .CARTD(J)
1DP(14)=TEUP(14)-CsT.SSX.CARTD(I).SHCJ) •
TEI(p (18)ll'J'EKp (1&)·-cst.a.ASX.CARTD(I) .CARTD(J)
1DP (18)aTEMP·UB) -Cs:r.8SX'-8H(1) .CARTD(J)

















. SUBRQUTINE ESIlBYl( ODEY.NODESY1.Y.IE.ESTFYl.IEY,3)
C!!!!! H!!!! !!II! I! rlll!! II.!!!!!!! II l! ~ !ll!!! 1I111! ""!!! I.IIIJ!!! !!Il!
C COMPIJiES Y-STIFFENEK ELEIIENT MATRIX' IN mf.0U) BY REDUCED •
C LHTECRATION ,
CIl!!!!!!!! !!III! !!lIII!!!!!!!!! !1I1!!! n!l!! !!lIIlI!!IIIl!!!!!!!!! !!1I!
DiMENSION HODESYI (100, 3) •YOOO) • ESTFYI (16,16) .SHeS) •DERIV(3) •
1 ~::~%u~;~~(~~~~:~ ~SPY(2) "































CALL conn CBRYT. DPTY. am.TFYY. ASY. DSY. SSY.EY.
1 "cm.CFYY,T1lY> .
CALL GAJJSQ21 CGSPX. espy,It>
DO 10 I-I.noDl'f
. DO 10 J ..I ....ODE'!







;TDIP (7) -mIP (7) +ASY'CARTDCI) tCART!?' (J) _CST
mlP(.10)~(10) -CST.EY+ASY'CARTD (I) 'CARTD(J)
TElIlt'(13).'I'FJ(p (13) .CST+SsytCARTD (I) -CARTD (l)
,.m(1&) -'rEIIP{16),-CST+SSY+CARTDCX) 'SHCJ)
'mit' (18)=TEKP-(11) +CS'f1.TlY'CARTI;lCI) -CAlm eJ)
'mIP (22):.mIP (22) -CST.E'(eASY.cARTD (1) 'CAR.TD(J)
T>llP(23)omIP (231-CST'Ssr.SH (II (CARTIl(J)
tnI' (2&) e1EMP (2&)+CST' (E'("2'ASY'CARTl)(I) 'CARTD(J) ..











SUBROUTllIE Emmx2 (KHODE. lEX. IPI,. YS. X. Y,NODES, ESTFX2, IER4)
CIIIIII! '"IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII-III.III"!IIIIIIIIIIIIIII""I"!II""lfllll!1
C COMPUTES X-BTDFEKD ELEIimrr MATRIX IX FEII(M2) BY REDUCED




DnmHSl.Ol--NeDES(lOO.8) ,ESTFX2(40. 40) ,S8 (8) ,ADERIV(2. 8) .
CAllTD(',8). T!liP1.6l.CSPX(21.C..."C.).lPXC60l.YBC80) •.
X(1001..Y(100) ,QSPX3(3) ,GSPY,3(3) .W3(3)
COIQIOll/E'LPRQP/Yl(Q(3) ,PDS. TIl . .





















e.w.. COHS12 (BRXX.DPXX,BFXX. 'TFXX. ASX1.ASX2.DSX. S8X;
• CIXX.CFXX.TRJ()
Kl=IPXCIEX)
'-0.6_ CYCNOD!:SCKl ••»-Y(NODE8(Kl. 6»)
8=Y8 (IEX)-O. 6. (Y(NODES (Kl. 2».Y (NODES (Kl.&»)
XETA=B/A ,
CA1J.. CA~SQ21(GSPX.GSPY.Il)













CALL SHAPE(S.T.SK.ADERIV> 1... .~
· CALL JACOBX2(X1. hODE, X. HODES. ADERIY •XDjAt. CARro. IER4)
'!FCI!U.EQ.t)OO TO 40 I
CST=IUXDJAC· I
~U)=TmIPCl) "CSTtASX1tCAR:m0, 1) .CAIl*,U ;J),
~ (.t)="mIP (4) -t8rtASX2.CARTD (1, I) 'e.ut;D (t.,J)'!
·=~~:~=~::}:::::::~~::g :~~$1.J)
·=~::·~=~~).CST'SSX'~H(I) 'CARTD(1.~)
'l'EWPCU',) ",,'i!iaJ CID) +csr. CPSX'CARTDC1.I)',110 (1.J):-
SSX'SH(I) -SHeJ).) : . .
TEWP(2li)a1EJlP(26)+m'lJlXtCART1JU,I) '-CAB (1.J)
~~~II!UE -, • \
DO 10 II=s'r-4.6tI








C COMPUTES X-STIFFEHER El..EWENT ¥AnIX IN mlOU BY REDUCED
C INTEGIU.TION I
C!!! 11111 I!! HIl'! 1Il!~'! !Ill!! IIII!, t! !!ltl'! IH!! Ullf,! I !!1I1!!! IIII! .
DnlENSIOIi HO~ES-tiOO.:8) .ESTFY2(4Q.40).• S~(8) .AD~IV(2.8) .CARTD(2,8-
l. 'mlP,(26) .G6PX(21.GSPY(2) •IPY (60) ,XS (.0) ,X(110), Y(100) ,
GSPX3(3) • OSPYI (3) ,13(3) .
COIlllll'/ELPRGPIYRa.I') .POS. '" I










GO TO 6 f















.CALL COHS22(BRVY,DPYY.BFYY, TFYY,ASYl.ASY2. DSY.SSY. -
1 ..gnT. CFYY •TRY)
Kl=IPY(IEY)
A=O.6. (X (NODFS (Xl.4» -X(HDDES (Xl.8»)







T=OSPY(K) \ . .
cA!.L SHAPE(S~H.ADERiy) _
CALL JACOBY2(K1. MNDDE, Y.NilDES~IV • YD)AC. CART'D. IER6)
IF(IER6.EQ..1)GO TO 40 '~
~~~;~7)+csr.ASYltC1JtTD(2.I) .C~TD(2.J)
TEWP(10) =TDIP (10)~CST.ASY2.CARTD·(2. I) tCARTD(2,J>
.. 1'EYP(13) =1'EiIP(13)+CST.SSVtCAATD(2.I) -CARTD (2.J)
TElIP(16)=1!IlP (16)-CST.SSY'CA,IITD(2, I) .,,(J) .
TEMP (19; =TEMP <2tV) +CST.TRYtCARTD(2. 1) _CARTD (2. J)
TElIP (22) =1!IlP (10)
TEWP (23) -TFJIP (23) -CST_SntSH (1) .CARTD (2. J)






















IJI2=UIX CIE. J) •
IFCUI2.EQ.O)GO·TO ·10





Ol.(K) =01 (It) +E1 (I;J)









DO .36 JJ=i,lJt2-1 '
.LS=-CKADP-JJ+1) +LS
Xs:LS:" (lJU-1J(2+U












SUBROUTINE GSMBYl (I:JfY. £2. IE. MAD,.HD~. 02)



















DO "36 JJ=1.LK2-1 •
LS=CNADF-JJ+l).
K=LS+(LlU-UI2+U






SUBRDt!TlKE CAPECIELEIf: NIIODE.IfDOFI.NOO$ ,1.11. ID .1fIl'D"E) .
CIIIIII 11111 III III 11111 11111 I!! !!llllll-IllIlIlIlIllllIlllI lilt! III" II"
C GENERATEs .CONNECTIVITY ARRAY FOR PLATE Et..EImNTB
CIIII.II!lllllll.IIIIIII.lIII!!I,Il.lllllllllll.I).ll'lll'llIrllllllil!11!l1I'"
DIWEHSION LM(lOO ....O). 10(6.100) .NDDES(lOO.8)














SUBROUTINE CAB!X(m.EWX. NNODEX. HDOFHX.NODE8Xl.LKX. 10. NDEFEX)
ClllIl!IlI!IIIlIIIII111I'1111l11!!1!1I!11!!II!II!!!lUIIlIIll!!!I!!'I!!!!1
C GENERATES CONlfEC'I'IVITY AR\AY FOR X-STIFFENER ELDIEHTS
Of! l!! '"!!""'l" 1111111 III III! fl!!!!!!! 1I1!!!! Ill!!!lI! II!!! 1l!!lI!!!
OIUEHSION' LIOC(100.16) .10(6.100) .NODE:SXl <100.3)
DO 10 IE=1\. NELDIX x,
IJ=. I

















. SUBROUTINE CASE'( (m.EWY. NNOCEY. HOOM.NODESYI. IJ(Y. 10. NDEFEY)
. O! flflilli, 1I11,Vlll" Itll'.11l1 fill !IIi! II! lI,rlli IIII! 1.1 II.! II! I I,!! 1!1!!!!
C CEHEJlA1b .cONNECTIVITY ARRAY. FOR Y-STIFFENER ELDIFJITS
ell !lIIIII 11I'I'ITillIllIlllllllllllllllllllIl" II" III "'IIII! illil" II!


























BYBROUTIIIE .•SOLV(NADF IOSn-. p. XD ,lEalS)
CI! l!!!I!!!!lIIIIIIIIIIIII "",!"!! 1!1!!!!!'''!l!!!I!I!II! 1!!I!!!! !flil II·
C GAU~SIAi SOLUTIO" SUBROUTINE . •
CIII! III I!! If" til III" 1I1111!!!11 !!II!!! 11! II 111" 1I11111!! II Ill! I'" II








!F(OSTFUDIC(IH .LE.a.o)Ga TO 80
6 . COHTIKUE
C!!!lI! lFORIAJU) F1.DUHATJONI!IIIIl!lll!!!!!! I!! ,",! 11111.1' I !HI,'! '"111





40 OSTF(IDIO (J+1) +I-J) "OSTF(IDIO (J+1) +K-J)-
















ltD (NADF) =F(NADF) IDS,., (IDID (NADF»




SUM=smt+OSTF (IDIC (NADF-I+l) +X) .rADF,....I+K). .
)CD (NADF-I+1) =<P (RADF-I.!) -sUlin /0 TF (IOIO (NADF-t+1)







SUBROUT~NE STRESS CPOS. TH. AE. O. D. SR.JrIELFlI. NNODE; X. Y. NODES. DIsP. o.
1 HODET.IFR.tlm . .
C!Illlll.lllllllllll fllJ!H!I!!l!!!IIHIIlIIIlI!lI!!!!!I!!lII!!!!!!!!!11II
C .' CALCtUTEB STRESSES AT ELEKEKT NODES BY BnINEAR ElmlAPOLATION
CIHIIII!lllllllllllllfl!II"Il!!II1111l1111IllI11!III11!1I111111!!!I!II
. DIKENSIOIf OSPXCt) .aSPY(4) .n(4) ,CARTD(2.8) .ADERIV(2.8).
1 SH(B) ,X1(4) ,X2(4) ,X3(4) ;X4(4) ,X6(4) ,xeCO) ,X7(4) ,xeCt) ,
1 . HDDESUOO,B) ,OISPceOO) ,XNXCt) ,XNY(t) ,XNXYCO) ,"""(4),
1 XWY(4) .XYXY(4) .XQXZ(4) .XQY%(4) .EL~(80.190) .ELNY(BO.I00).
1 E1JlXY(SO.100) .mJO':(80.100) ,mJIY(BO,100) .ELMXY(BO, 100) •
1 . ELQXZ (BO ,"100) ;ELQYZ(80,100) ,X(100) ,YUOD) ,1(8.4.) ,N(B)
DIllENBIOH IFRClOO) .HSTlIOO,IO) ,Sl UOO) ,S2(100), S3UOO), SOliDO),
1 SSUOO), S.CIOO) ..B7CI00),68(100)
CALL GAUSQ2(GSPx.ospy.n)
































CALL. JACOB(IE.X. Y.HODES,ADERIV,XDJAC.CARTD. IERi)
DO 20 I=l;tOfDDE
Xl (IG) :oXl CICO +CARTDCl. I) -OISP (6tRODESeIE. I) -4'
X2 tIC> =X2 (lC) +CARTD(2. I) .OISP (StRODES (IE. I) -3)
X3 (IG) =X3 (Ie) - (CARTD(2. I) .DISP (S'NODES (IE. I) -4)
1 +CARTDU. I) .DISP (Sf.ODES (IE. 1)-3»
X4 (Ie) =X4 (Ie) -cARTD U. I) _DlSP (6'"1100£8 (IE. 1)-1)
X6.) =X6 (ta)-CARTD (2.1) .DISP-(6.NODESCIE. I»
xe li"o)=xe (l0)" (CARTO (2. I) 'DIsP (6tNODES (IE. 1)-1)
1 "CARTD U, I) tOISP'(s.aODES(IE. -1»)
X7 (IG)=X7 (lO) - (CARm (1. I) .DISP (6tNODES (IE. I) -2)
1 ·SH(I).OISP(S.NODFSCIE.I)-l».
X8 (10) =X8 (10) - (CARTD (2. I) 'DISP(O'NODEaUE. I) -2)"
1 -SH(I).DISP(S.NODES('IE.I»)
20 CONTINUE
XNX (IO) -AE• .cXI (IO) .pos.n (10»
~ XlfY (IO) -AE. (POS.X1(IO) .X2(IG»
xNxY(IOJ=Q.X3(IO) .
JOIX (IO)-D. (UCIO) .POS.XS (10»
XKY (IO)=::D_ (POS-X4(IO) .XS (10»
XKXY (10) -0. S. (1. -POEI> .D.xa (IO)












DO i, 1=1. nODE

















































ElJf]((IE.1I (J» =I(J. K).)OO[ (IC) +EUIX(IE. KeJ»
ELNYCIE.II (J» =I(J. K) .XXY'CK)+ElJfyCIE. MeJl)
ElJfXY (IE, • (J) ) =1 (J •K) .XJiX'( 00 -+ELXXY (IE.N(J) )
ElJOC(IE. HeJ» =I(J. K) .XWX(K) +ElJIxCIE. II.(J»
ELl/Y (IE. N(J) )'1 (J. K).m(K) .ELl/YCIE. NCJ»
ELKXY(IE, NeJ) )=1 (J .K) .XIIXY(K) +ElJIXY(IE.N (j»
ELQXZ <IE•• (J) )=J (J ,X).XQXZon +ELQXZ (IE•• (J»





Sl(K)=Sl (K)+ELNX(HST(K.I) .K) .-
.S2(K)=S2(K)+ELNYCHST(K.I) ,10
sa (K)=s'a (K)+EUfXY(NBT(K. 1) ,X)'
- S4(K)aS4(K)+E1JO(NSTCK.l).IO
~(K):!::S50c).mJIY(NST(K.I).IO
88 (K)=SS(K) +EUIXY(H8T(X. I) ,K)
87 (K)=S7(K) +ELQXZ(NST(X. I) .K)
08CK)'08(K) .E\.QYZCNSTCK, I) .K)
110 CONTINUE -
DO 120 1=1, MODET
S1 (IC) =SI (K)/REAL(IFR (IC»
62 (X) "82 (It) !REAL(IFR (IC»
Sa,(K) ,oa CK) IJiEAL(IFR CK»
O. (K) '0' CK) IREAL CIFR CK) )
56 (K) '06 CK) IREALCIFR CK»
SO (K) '00 (K) IREALCIFRCK»
57 (K) =87 (IC) /REAL(IFR(K»
58 (K) '00 (K) IREALCIFRCK»
120 CONTINUE .
IRITEeS.UO)
130 FORYAT.(3X.• BHNODE NO .• 7X. 3HRXX.l0X,3HJm',10X. 3HHXY ,lOX, 3H1OOC.
1 ldX,3HJIYY.10X,3HYXY;10X, 3HQXZ,10X,3HQYZ)
DO 140 K=l.KODET. . .
1R11'£(0.160)K.01 (K) .82CK). 02CK):0'CK) .06 (K) .OOCK). 07CK) .08 CI)
160 FORIIAT(6X, I3,~.El1.4 •.2X,EU. 4, 2X,£11.4,2X,£11.4.3.
1 EU.4f2X.El1.4.~,E1i..4.2X,EU.4) .
140 CONTllfUE
. IRITE(O••) ·NORMAL PLATE STIlEIiSES AT TOP AHD B01TDJI FIBRES·
IRITE (0.100)
1150 FOIUlA't(3X,~UHODE HO ..• 3X.l1HSlCIWCCTDP) ,ax. UHSIOIIAXC8oT> .3X.






6101=61 (X) im-e .•S4 (X) / (111••2)
S102=81 (I) /TR+e,. t84 (X) / (111"2)
8103=82(1) /tH-e. t86 (I) / (TR"2)
81G~S2(1)"/TR+e. t86 (X) I (TR"2)
n1TE(e.t80)X.SIG1.6I02.SIC3. SIG4




SUBROUTINE GCLVA(~.HODES.QZ,P.X ..Y~LM) __
CI!IIIIII!III!IIIIII,11.111"'"I!I!I!llrlllllllllllllllI1l11111!!,!IHIIi!1
C CALCULATES CONSISTENT LOAD VECTO"R BY 2:12 GAUSSIAN -IIfl'EGRATIOH
CIIlIIIIIIIIIIHI"IIIIIIIIlIlIIII'lllllllllilll-.lllllllllllllllnllll111!!1
DIIlENSION HODESClOo;e)·. QZ(100) .P(400) .XUOo).yel00).


















P(LM(IE;3»=P (LMeIE, 3» +QC(1)
EIII> IF.
so IF (LlI(IE.B) .EQ.0)11IEII
00 TO eo
ELSE






















P (lJHIE, 23» =P (UI(IE', 23» .QC(6)
EIIl>IF .
IF.(U(IE,28) .EQ,.OlTHEII
GO TO 100, _
ELSE
p·(LY(IE, 29) )=P (LI( (IE, 29» .QC(6)
END IF , .
IF (LYCIE,33) .EQ,. O)THEH
GO TO 110
ELSE
















C CALCULAlES X-STIFFENEJi 8TRf.SSES IN PEW 011) BY LINEAR.
~IIIlIH~~~~~~~IIIIIlIII(IIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII "
DDlExSIO. NDDESX1(IOO.3) ,X(IOO) ,SR(a),DERIV(a) ,CAlTD(3) ,QSPX(2),
GSPY(2) ,NmUOO,'),IPRX(100) ,.,(2) ,>2(2) , ..(2) ,'4(2) ,DISP('OO)






3 ELTSX(80.100) .ELQSXl(80.10D) ,81 (laO) ,82(100) ,S3 (lea) .8"'.100)
COlOlOlnuSOP/Y1IQ(3) ,POS. m
COlQlOlI!U'ROPXIIDELX1. IDELX2.BRX(2) ,DPX(2) .BFX(2). 1'FX(2) .

















































CAU. JACOBXl (IEx.X,KODESX1.DERIV •DJAC.CARTD. IER2)
DO CO 1"'1. KNODEX
Xl (10) "Xl (Ia) +CARTo (I) .. (DISP(S'HODESXl (IEX. I) ~4) ~
1 EX'DISP (S'HODESXl (lEX. I) -1)
X2 (Im,;,)(2 (IG) -CART» ctr'OISP (SeMDOESX1 (lEX. X)-1)
. ·X:1(10)=)(3 (IG)+CARTD U) 'OISP (S'HODEBXl(lEX•.n)











ELHSX (lEX. H3) =I2'XNSX(I)'""+ll'XNBX(2)
ELNSX (IEX. H2) =0. S'XNSX(l) +0. 6'XNSX (2)
EUlSX (IEX. H1) =ll'XKSX (1) +12'XIISX (2)
£UlSX (rEX. H3) "'2'xwsi (1) .It'XJISX (2)
.ElJlSX(IElC. H2) =0. 5'XWSX(l) +0. 6'OSX(2)
ELTSX (IEX. ifl) =ll'XTSX'(1) +12'xrsx (2)
FJ..TSX(IEX. H3) =12'XTSli: (1) +n*XTSX (2)
ELTSX(IEx:. 1,'2) =0. ~'XT5X(1)+0. ~'~(2)
~QSXZ(IEX.N1)=I1'XQsnel)+'2_XQSXZ(2)
ELIilSXZ em, H3) =12.XQSXZ (l) +11_XQSXZ (2)
ELQSXZ (lEX, H2) =,0. S.XIilSXZ(1) +CI. 6.XQSXZ (2)
CONTIIfUE
DO 70 K=l,HODETr·~·.:...· .... -~. IF(IJI'RXeK).~.O)GO·TO 70~ DO 70 I=1:,IFRX(K)
;/-"~~.- _.' :;~:~:~~~:~:=:~~::~~::~
S3 (K)=S3(1)+ELTSX(HSTX(I. I) ,K)
S4(1)=S.fo (I) +ELIilSXZ(HSTX(I, I) .K)
CONTINUE •
.WRITE(S,_) 'NORMAL X-STIFFEHER STRESSES A.t TOP a Bonall: PIBRES'
WRITE(S ••)
IRITE(S.laO)
130 FORWAT(3X,8HNODE NO. ,3X,10HSIGSX(TOP) .3X,10HBIGSXCBDn)




IF(IFRX(X) .EIiII. 0) GO TO 76
B' (X) =8. (K)fIU!AL(IFRX(X»
B' (X) =•• (Kl/IU!AL (IFRX (X) )
B3(X)=.3(ItlIlU!AL(IFBX(X) )
B«X)=" (X) IIU!AL(IFIli<~)
8I01=810(JO 1CtIX-(DPXJf+ ~GX) .S2 eX) /XI
8102=81 (I) ICSX.OX.S2 eK /XI
nITEC8,120)I,SI01,SIG2




SUBRDUTllfJ: STRESSYl eNEUiY: HODET. HODFSY1.IIHDDEY. Y. DISP. IFRY.
IHSTY) ~< ."" '-
CIl IIII! 11111111 illllll! IIlIIIllll "" I'll! tlll"II'" II!!!I!! I! I!! It! II
C CALCuuTES Y-STIFFENER STRESSES IN FEWOIllBY LINEAR
C EXTRAPOLATION"') ,
CII'" II 1'111 III III I!!!! "" "' IIlIlIIII!! II '"' IlIllll' III II! "'l I! !"I! "
DDIFJIstOI HODEST1 (t00.3).Ycioo) ,SH(3) ,DERIV(3) .CARTD(3) .GSPX(2) •
OSPY(.) ,.STYUOO,B) ,IFBY(lOO) ,Y1(2) , Y2 (2), Y3(2), YAW ,OlSP(800)
•YlfSY(2). YlISY(2). 'ttSY(2) ,YQSYZ(2) .El.HST(80.100) •ElJlSY (80. 100) •
ELTSY(80,100) ,ELQSYZ(SO. 100) , 81 (100) .82(100),83(100) .84(100)
COWMOH CST-.Yl.GY
COlOlO.IELPRqJ>IYNO (3) ,PO.,11I •
-COWYDNInPROPY/IDELYl.IDELY2.BR.Y(2) .OPY(2) .BFY(2) ;TFY(2).
,'r'ewy(2J.cpy(.)
~, (-.....,~Aj.J: OAUSQ2t(OSPY.CSPY.')
I -bo 10 m"l,NELJ.JlY











































CALL JACOBY1(XE't., Y.NODESY1~DERXV .DJAC,CARTD. IEV3)
DO '40 1:1, NNODEV
Y1 (IC) :::,Yl (Ia) +CARTD (X). (DISP (6.XoDts'f1 (IEY, I) -3)-
1 gytIUSP (6.NODESYI (lEY. 1))
Y2 (10) =Y2 (10) ~CARTD(I).DISP (6tXODUVi (XEV. X»
va (10) =Y3 (IO) +CARTD (I) .OISP (S.XODESYI (IEY. X) -1)
Y4 (10) =Y4 (Ia). (-CARTD(I) .OXSP{S.XODESYI (IEY, X) -2) .6H(I).
1 DI5P(5.NODESY1(IEY,I»)
CONTINUE
YlfSY (IC) =.ASY.n (Ia)
YllSY (10) =DSY.Y2 (IO)

















ElJf8Y(IEY.112)-'0. ,-UsY(U.O. 6,-YXSY (2)
::'J~:':~::~:=~g::~:~~:~"
EUISY(IEY. -,2)c() , 6_lKSY(1).0 .6_YllSY(2)
ELTSY(IET.IUc l1_YTSY(1).I2.YTSY(2) ,
ELTSY(IEY. 13)al2.YTSY (U +lhYTSY(2)
ELtsY (mY. N2)=f), 6-lT,SY(1) +0. '-YTSY(2)
ELQSY·Z (lEY. Ill) =IUYQS:rZ (1) .I2_YQSYZ (2)
ELQSYZ (IE'( ~113) =12_YQSYZ (1) +11.YQSYZ (2)
~Z(IEY.N2)1l0.6.YQSY~U)+O,Ii_YQ8YZ(2)
COtmll\JE •





83(1)=83 (iO-tELTSY,(NSTY(K,. I) .10
.4 (1)=... (I) +El.iB'IZ (Mmel, I) ,I)
CONTllIUE· '
OITE(O••) ".NO~ ,Y-STIFFENER S1RESSES AT TOP a BarroW FIBA£S"
OITE(IS.-) , "
1R1"'(8,130)
FDIUlAT(SX.'8HNODE NO: .3X.l0USIGSY('l'l)P) .3X.10HSIGSYCBOT»
" .....' DO 76 K=1.NODEr • ' ,
'" ,- IF(D'RYCX) .EQ,O)CO TO 76
., (1)=.'(1) /REAi.(IFRY(I»
82 (X) "S2 (I) IREAL (IFRY(K»",
.3 (I)=.'(JO /REAL(IFRY(I»
.. (10=.4(1) /REAL (IFRY(I»
SIG1"'Sl (I) ICSY- (OPYY+TFYY·OY) _S2 (K) IYI
SI02~81(K)ICSY+OY.S2(K)/YI ' .;






MaMIE STRESSX2 (NEl.Q(X'; WOOE"; NOOETx. HODESX2 •..x', Y. YB •DISP•
1 NOD!S.IFRX.IPX.IfSTX) .. "
Cll'Illlllflll.lllllIIII.lIlIIlIIlIlIHllllIlllll-Illllllllllllll"IIIIII! !I





DDCENSIDR NODESX2(100.2) .XUDO) ,SH(8) .ADERIV(Z.8) .CART1)(2. 8) •
CSPX(2) .OSPY(2) ••STXOOD.5). IFRX(100) .Xl (2) .)(2(:2) .DI8P(tlOO).
SIOX(2) .5100(60.70) .SIGWA(100) .NODES(100.8). YS(tlO) •.IPX(60) •~~~~~1ELP~~(3) .pos, TH .
COlO4O'NlP1.PRDPXlIDELXl, IDELX2.BRX(2) •DPX (:1) •BFX (2) •TFX(2). .
1 C1X(2) .CFX(a>






J~~!: OE IOELXl AIl0.IEX.LE IOELX2)nlI!II
XX=DPX(2)
=TFX(2) • ~







A=O. 6". (Y,(HODt.s.(k1.~2j )~Y(NODEBJK;l},tI»), • '.
B=YS(IEX) '-0.6. (yeNDDES (Kl. 2),) +Y (NbDES(K1. II»)




DO 20 I1f=1-. NMOOE
s=<Jspxcio> '.
, TaEETA'. .;....
,CALL,BIIAJ1US. I.SH.A!>ERIVl, " ,
CALL JACIJ~(Xl.NNODE~X~NODES.~.FJlIV.XDJAC~eAaTD.IER.)
.~~ ~=t:~~~:~;,=·_~~:.~.;.:~~:,.~::.:~~: ~:~ :·~:~.~1~ .
_ SIGJc'(IQ) =-YJfO (2) • (Xl (IO).~P..X2 (IO))' . .






12=0 .IS. (1. -l./XO)
SII1XJ1 (lEX.10 =W1.SIGX(1) .12-810X (2)




SIGWA(K) ';SIGKA. (IC) .SIGXJf (NSTX(K. I) •X)
30 CONTINUE '
DO 40 1=1. HODEn:
40 SICWACI) "SIGMA eI)/REAL (IFRX(I»
WRITECO,50)
60 FORItAT(ax.27HPSEUDD X-STlFFFJIER HODE NO .• 4X.34HNOIUW. STaEsS
1 AT BarroilHIOST ,.mRE)
DO eo;X"'t.lfODETX
IRITEes. "70)K. SIGlaCK)





SUBR~lTI'INE STKESSY20IELEIIY,. NIi'O~.E:. ~DDF.T'i. NO.DESY2.X~Y. XS.l?IsP.
1 ·NDD~.IFRY.IPY.N5T'()
C!!!!,l!!!I.!I!lIl1!I(l!.!~.'! If!I!l"!!!!!!!!!!I,I!I!!!I!!!!!!!!!!!!!I!!!!f"
c cALCUtATES Y-ST STRESSES IN FEIH!I2) BY LINEAR
C riTrtAPOLATIO~
CIII 11111 "'" 1111111111111111"'1111111111'" '" II"IIIII,,,,,,II! II ""
bIIIEHBIOI 100EBYi(100.,)1 X(100) .BH(.) .....IV(' ••) •CARTO(' ••) •..1.~sac.al.GSPY(2.) .~STY(100~6). IFRY(100) ,Xl(2) ,X2125 .DISPellOD)",.
~ SICY(2) .SICYM(SO. 70) .SIGU:AUOO) .NODES(100.8) .XS(80). !PY(SQ).
,3. Y(IOO) . .
COWWOHIELPROPIYXQ' (3) •POS. TH"
CDYJ,(ON/~ROPY/IDELY1. IDELY2. BRY (2) •DPY(2) .'BFY(2). TFY(2).





IF(.'OELYl:Ell,O)nIEII . '\.'DPYY=DPY (1) . .












A=O. 6_ (X (NODES (11, 'l) -X (MODES (Kl,8»)








cALi.. SHAPE(S, T. SH,ADERXV> I
c~· JACDBY2 (~1 ~ ~ODE. Y. HODES. ADFJlIV ~JAC. CARTD, :IER6)
Xl (IC)=Xl (IG) +CARTD(2. IN) 'DISP (6_HODES (11 ;IN) -3)
X2 (IG)=X2 (IG) +CARTD(2. IN) 'OISP (GeNODU (II. IN»





SIGYN(!P'. Nl) :=~l'SIGY(l) +12.siCY(2)









60 FOIWT(3X.27I1PSEUDO V-STIFFENER NODE JlO.:.a.34I1HOIUUJ. STRESS
1 AT BlJ1iO),I-MOST FIBRE)







SUBROUTINE DOCI'OR (X. Y• NODES. NODF.8Xi, IOOESX2.. NODESYi •NDDESY~.
1 IPX,YS.IPY,XB.IJlDIf,lDl.RNCL.NSTOR,Pl.QZ) . > (
C!!llll!IIIIIIIllltllllllllllllf'f1IIi1l1lllllllll!.llnlllllllll!lltll!!
C PRIHTS' INPUT DATA AND DIAlJNOSES ERRORS
C! ~lItlllllllllllll"IIIIIIIIIIIIH1111111111111111111111' llltll' 1Il!!' I
DDIENSIOR X(100) •T(100) •HODES <100. 9) •HODESXl (100.3) .IIODESY1(100.
'3) ,NODEBX2(tOO. 2) ,IfODESY2(lOO.2) •IPX(IiO) •YSCtIO). IPyeliO) ,XS(llO) •
INBN(10) • lOt (6~ 100) .NSTDR'C1S) •PI (10) • QZ (100)
cowaN NODET:Nm.E:Il.JlNDDE.HDOFN,HBN.LTYPE.IANT
.COMWON IETPX. IETPY .
CO)QlON NELDIX.NNODEX~NDOFHX
COIIION IIELEMY I NNOD£'(. KDOM
CO)Q,lON NODETX.JlODETY • .
CDMWOH!ELPRDP!YNG(3) .POS.nI
COIOIOH/l!LI'ROPll/IDIl.X1. IDELX2.BRXC" .D,xC2l.BFli(,) •TFX(" •
1 CIX(2),.CPX(2) ..
CmDltlNIELPROPY/IDELYl. IDEl.Y2.BRY(2) •OPY (2) .BFY(2). 'J'FfC2,.
'1. q'(2).CYYC2)..' .
CmolON IERl. IER2. IDS, IERI, !ERG. IERtI
IP1L\IIT ,Eq,llTI!EH
WRITEC2, .•) '11IIS CHECK_FILE IS FOR FO!UM.ATION FEWOIU'
ELSE
. nITE(2,.)-'11IIS-CHECK FILE IS FOR FQlUIl.lU.TION FEU(Y2) ,
'00 if ' .
WRITE(2,.)
nITE(2.10)IfODET .m.DI.NIfODE.~DOFH,IfBIf,LTYPE.IAn
10 FO~T(3X'.8H1Q.DET11 ,I3,3X,8HNEl.E1i c. ,I3,3X,BlOf,IfoDE = ,13.




'20 FDWT.(3X,8HIETPX;I .I1,3X.8HIETPY = ,111
011'2(2 •.•)
nl1E(2.30)



























FORKAT(3X.17I1PLAlE EU1lEHT NO .• 16X.DIiNODE WOS.)
DO 70 II=l.1fELE:111
IRITE(2.80)m. (HODES (IE. I) ,1=I.NNOO£)








FORWAT(3X.9HtIELDIX = .I6.9HNDOFKX = .I6.lilJOOfDDEX =.'I6)
IFeJfE[.ED.EQ.O)GD TO 110
IRlTE(2,"')
. IR~TE(2.120). '. . . "
FORWAT(3X.17j1X-STIFFENER ELmI: .. 7X,9HNODE NOS.)
00'130 'IEX=l.11E1..nDc -- .




IRlTE(2, 160)NELDIY. HDDFIfY. KHODEY'
~=:~~~ i;~.OHNDOFNY = .I6.gHJrNODEY'=JI~)'
IRlTE(2,')
nITE(2.170)
FO!UlAT(3X, 17HY-STIFFEHER EU».• 7X. DHHODE NOS.)
DO 180 IEY=l.NELEWY
'IRITB(2,"190) lEY. (HDDESll (IEY.1) .1=<l.HNODEY)
FORWAT(lIX. 14,10X.2 (14.3X»
CON'TIHlJE
. GO TO 200
IRlTE(2,')
IRIm-(2,210)HODETX.HODETY
FOIUlAT(3X. G1H1fODETX = •I3.3X.RHIIODETY.= .13)
IRI1'E(2,'), ,




·FOIlllAT(3X.1711ll-~IFrixEll ELJ!l/ .• ~X.'QHNODE NOB.)
lIS
IDO 2150 IEX=l;1IP.1.EIIX
IRIT!(2.2eO)IEX. (HODESX2 (IEX.I) .1=1.2>











Ft1IU1.AT(3)C". l,!HY~STIFFENER ELF.:w •• ex, tlflNODE NOS.)
DO 320. IEY=1,1lFJ.EIIY . . .
IllITEiU30).IJii. (NOOF.SY2(IEY.n .1'1.2)
FOIUlATCOX. 14, 10'X, 2 (n.. ax:> )
COrrjINU!
1R~,(2 ••)
." IRrrE(2.3oI0) >'.' ,
FDJ!UI"T~3Hm.eX~~HXS)
. DO 360 IEY=l.1tFU1iY
IRlTE(2.380) IPYCiEY) ,XS (lEY)















FORWATCaX.24HPLATE POISSDlf'S RATIO = .Fe.')
'Illm(2,420)111 .
·:FORUAT(3X.18HPLATE 11I.ICKHESS c .F8.4) /'"




. 430 FORYAT(ax,47HYDUlfO'S MODULUS .FOA mE X-STIFFEMER MATERIAL = •
1 E12.4)
IF (IETPX. EQ.nnmJr
WRlTE(2.*)'THE FDUOIING ABE nm'X-STIFFEJfER DETAn.S :'
ELSE
OITE{2 ••)'TJIE FOLLOIIWa DETAILS ARE FOR, THE FIRST TYPE OF'
WRlTE,.(2 ••)'X-STIFFEllERS ;' /
END IF '
WRITB(2. 440).BRX(l) .DPX(1)
'440 FDWT(3X.l1lHIEB 11m· ,. ,PI0.6,3X.121J1EB DEPTH or .FI0.&)
011'£('. 460)BFllm,mew' ' ,
460 FOJUlAT(3X.16HFLA¥GE IID'T1l =·~FI0.6.3X·.10HPLA;NOE THICJOIESS :r:: ,
1 FI0,6) ._
4,80 :ri:~~3~~~~=~-M6~(~HSTAHT FOR m .. ,F7.4,3)(.
1 32HTORBIllHAL"CONSTAIlT'FOR"FI.AHcE = .F1.4)'
IF CIE"l'PX: EQ',1) G(rto 470
'OlI':(.,_) . ,
WRI.TE('2. 480) IDELX1. IDEL.X2
480 FOIUlAT(3X,UIHX-STlFFEHER MO.• I:I;3HTO ,12.18H ARE OF 2HD TYPE)
.m:ITE(2.*)
WRlTE(2 ••) 'THE FOWlING oriAns ARE FOR mE 2HD TYPE OF x-sn
1 F'FEHERS'
WRITB{2. 490)BRX (2) ,DPX (2)
490 FORllAT(3X,l2HIEB 110m .. ;F10.6.3X.12HIEB DE:Pnt ... PI0.6)
WRlTE(2. 600)BFX(2).1FX(2)
600 FOIUlAT(3X,16I1FLA1l'CE IID11l =... FI0.6.3X.19KFL.AHCE nlICKHESS =,
1 F10,6)
011'£('.61O)CIX(2),CPX(2), _
610 F0!UlA1C3X,20IITORSIDHAI: COHSTAHT FOR m"' ,F7.4.,3X,





620 FDWTC3X,4.7HYOUXO'S WODULUS FDa nm y·stIFFEHER WATERIAL = ,
1 E12,4.)
IF(IEI'PY .EQ,IlTHEH
WRlTE(2 ••) 'THE FDLLOI.IHa ARE THE Y-STIFFEitEil DETAILS
~~ . .
WRlTE(2 ••) 'm FOLLOIINa DETAILS ARE FOR THE PIRST TYPE OP'






630 FDRllATCax.J2HIEB IlD'nI III ,FI0,6,3X.12HIEB DEP11f = .Fl0,6)
IRlTEC2'&CO)BP'YCU,1'FYU)




IP(IETPY.EQ.1>CO TO 600 •
nI'1EC2.~,) ..
DlTE C., "0) IDELYI,IDELY.
610 FORIIATC3X,18HY-STIFFENER NO. ,I2.~HTo· ,I2,le~ ARE OF 2ND TIPE)
IRlTE(2,') •
ntTEC~.')·TH! FOLLOIIJIQ DETAILS ARE FOR THE :iim·TYPE OF Y-STI
1 FFENERS: .' ~
DITE C,, 080) BRYC,) ,DPY (2)
680 FORlL\TC3X.12HIEB II,D'I1I .;, ,FI0.6,aX.12HIEB DEP11f ...110.6) .
DITE(', ..O)BFY(2),Tn(.)
690· FOIUlATCax.16HFLAKGE IIDnI os .FI0.6.3X.19HFLAJiG! THICKJfESS = •
1 FI0.6)·
IRlTEC2.eOO)CI)'(2) ,CPY(2)
800 FORWAT(3X.29HTORSIOIiAL CO.NSTAHT FOR m = .n .C;3X.

















IRITE(2,') 'OE'I'ERMINANT OF mE· JAtOBIAI PERTAINING TO'
~I'TE(2,.) 'A PLATE ELm(EN'T ZERO DR ·IfEQATIVE'
IRI'J'E(2.') •


















IF (lEB3 .OR. IER5.EQ .U'rHEN
'OITE(2.')' .
.IRlTE.C2,') 'DE'IIRUINANT'OF THE JACOBIAlI PERTAINIO JO'
IRlTE(2.'PAJI Y-STIFFEHER ELEIlEIfT mo OIHI!GIcTIVE'
IRlTEC2,t) • . . ..
IRlTE(2.') 'ERROR IN Y':'STIFFENEII, LOCATION DATA SUSPECTED'
",TE(2.')
IRlTiC2,.j 'PROCIWI TERMINATED'




IRlTE(2.') 'CLOm STIFFNESS MATJlIX NOT POSI.TIVE- INlTE'
YRlTEC2,')


















C • •••• • .
C ~:O~O~~~T~~~F,.:~~: NLORTHO' F.oR THE NOIf-LINEAR ( ./
C•••••••••..• ••••••••..., ~
DIMENSION XCI001.YCI00l,HODE5(100.8), \,
IDHi, 100) ,UHI00,40) ,
QZ(100) .ESTFC40,40).
OSrF("100000) ,PO(100) ,P(OOOLXD(~OO), .
DI~(BOO)·,IFRC1CO) ,NST(100.10) ;OSTF1UOOOOO) .
bniE:"NSIOH DELP (090) ""XI (000) ,XXI (600) ,XDX (600) ,CHI C5l •CH3 (5).
1 DELXD(600) ,DELXMX(60,4) ,DEI..JOfYC50~4) .DELX1fXY(SO-.4) , .
2 DELXIIXC60,4J • DELlIIY (60," .PE1.XlllOC(50"l" DELXIIXZ (50,'),. .
'3 DELXQYZCSO.4) ,XD1(BOO) ,XII (BOO) ,DELXSIGPT.C50 •.4) ,D!JlrSIGPT(50,.4)
4. ,DELXSIGSB(60 ..4i,DELYSIGS9(60,4) . -
COWON/COHS/PDIj:,C13. C1 ~C2, CI6, C4._~I~.D12,Di ,013,"-" ~R1:Sa2;~RP
1 =:~~~~~~~~~\~~:~'::~ :=~;~6:~.G~~~P~~6~~~0. 4) ,
. 3 XSIGSB(60,4).. YSIGsB"(60,.4) ,
OPEN (UHIT=5 , Fn.E='Nl..DAT' ,rnE='oi-o'-' ,
" OPE1I(UHIr=2.F:II.E=~NL,CIIFJ(· "TYP&=~NEJ')
OPEN(!JHI1=8:FIU='NL:·.SOL', TYPE='!fEW')
C , ~ .
READ(6.'HANTP HEr-UAt TO'UNITY Fda A 'LINEAR ANALYSIS'!
IFCIANTP.EQ:l)GOT06,,·· ...
READ(~: .)ISME '1INO .. "OF TillEs STIFFWESS llAT1IIX To BE UPDATED!!
.=~::.:~~~ .:::o~: :'~~~GENCl!!
READ (6 ••)HODET ,IfEI.iw, MNoDE: NDOFIl, NBH,LTYPE
~(6.")NSOP HNoDAL STRES~'OIt DEFLECTION oPTIDiI"PJJ!AMETER!!
IF NSDP IS NON-ZERO, THEN bEFLECTIOHS AND'STRESSES tILL BE
PRINTED OIlLY 'FOR' NODE ·IIUI(aER'IlS0P:. .
iRIll(2 ;,.) 'HODET,Il';:LEIil.HlfoDE,MDOFN. WN, LTYPE'
. JRI'IE(2, iOOl) Nom. NFJ,gl,NNODE-,IlDOFH,HBN, LME'






'RI'IEC2.; ')HS," ,SKY . , •













2001 FORMAT(3X.8H Eu:wmri.l2X.PHNODE KOS.)
no ·20 .IE=1.NELEY..'
READ (6.," (NDDES(IE.I). I=1,KIlDDE)
IUTE(2.t003)·:IE; (liDDES(IE.J:) .I=l.HKODE)
1'003 FORNAT(7X.I4.6X.4(I4.2X»)
20 cONTi,\", .. . . . .
.c······ • · ··· ··•.·..···•··..·•·..······..··· .
. _ .;' HDEF..~DDET ..iloilrk I - , .
HDEFE=NHODE.IIDOFN - ~ ~ J __ ~ --
e' ,· INITIALIZE ID·ARRAY ~ " " .
~ 682. 00 30 J.•1.._NODET j j ;'.
, , .,,00' ~O .I~i. NDDFH ,'-.:- _
30' ll?(~.J)=:O<
'RlTE~2.2007) '. ' , '. ',~ ", . .
2007 'PClRMATC'2X. 18HCONSTRAIH:r NODF.S~--aX. UiUCONSTRA'INT 'IHDlCES' :
( DO 40 1-1..... .
,~C6,').N.ODE.lCli)(X,HDD£») ,X=1; NOOFN)
"R~TE(2;2008)NDoE. «lDOt.NDDE» • K=l.NDOF,N)
20QB FORMA1',(ax. I4:9X.6(I2,2x» ,
40 . ~. CONTINUE
.e ODIFY· In ARiAy · ~ ~ .
" KOOJrr.;,O _ ' ..".: . . ,
'DO 60 J=l. HonET
DO,60 !-L f!IlOi>x ,








" ~CALL ..CAPEC~.~ODF;.NDO~1t.-HOOEB.IJI.·ID.HDEFE) .
C••••REAIlllfa ELDIEIIT PRDPERTIES•.•".' ~ •••••••••••




. 2010 FD~T(6X.• £12:4, 8X~E12.4..8X,E12'.~)
16)
'1RI'I'E(2.2011)
·2011 F.DIUfAT(2X.21H"IDTH OF X-STIFFFJlERS.3X.21)1





2013 . FOWT(2X.21I1WIDTlI.OF Y-STIJ'"FF!lERS •.3X.21H





,C , R£ADINQ. :D:IstRIBU1'ED .LOAD: ..DATA~ '•• n .
. 70 .READ(~.,~Qz'(1). ",' . '. ' . ,
e.... DO, 110 I=2;NELEM '
90' QZ(I)-Qz.(l) .
C wri~N~~~~'ttD LOAD' D~Ti-t:_:.· · .: ; •.••
BO 'RE.\D(S•• )N!lCL .- " ..' - .
00.1.10IHCL=1.NNCL· '
110 READ(6•• ) NODE. (P(IDCI,NODE» .i:=I,HDO'l:-N)
GO to 129' .c·· · " · , ·· · .
·100 . CA:U..GCLVj;·(~;No'DEs;QZ;r.¥:~.LW) .'
1~0 .C:m ·1=ONS(YlIG.POS.BX.B~.NSTX.N.S:rv.SNX.S.HY•.nl~.
1 TH2. rn3. Dl:D2~D~,Cl.Cl.D.C2,.ca.C4,C6~SR1.6R2.D12•




,C BEGIN LOAD-IN~T ~ · .
DO l40 Ism::.t ;tlSTEP
DO':l!1&O:I=l,NADP" "
~~~.~;~~~~~~~(I) ,
160 CONTINUE . ,














CALL E8)IJICIIJf'1? ,NODES.X. Y. IE.NHODE.NDEFE.NEI.EW.DISP .ESTF)
• CALL. GSIm(lJI.ESTF.IE.HADF.JfDEFE'7.S.J
170 CONTINUE' .
. :"IF .. _.



















cAU S,!!ESS(YHO..THf. nt2.1lI3.IAHTP ; NEI..FlI.HHODE.X. Y,HODES.
HODET, DELXD. DISP. DELXNX. DELXNY;D~, DELXIIX. DEUQIY. DELXWXY.
~:;~Z.D~Qyz.DELXSIG~.DEL.YSIGPT,D~IGSB,DaYSIQSB,HSTX.
DO·105IE=t.NELEW ,'. • '
:x~~:~i:;:x:x(IE·.IO)+D~(IE.iG) •
XlfY (IE, 10) =XlfYCIE, 10) +DELXNY(IE. 10)
XJOCY(IE. 10) _XllXYlIE, 10) "'DF1.xHxY <IE. 10)
lOi!(IE. 10) :XWX(IE,'IO) +DaJQIXUE. 10)
.', ~~~~~;~~~~~;~~(i:~IO)
XQXZ(IE, IO)"XQXZ (IE, 10) +DELX.QXZ (IE. 10)
XQrz (IE, 10) aXQYZ (IE, 10) +DELXQY% CIE. 10)
.- DIaPT (IE. 10) "'XSIOPT(IE. 10) +DELX810PTCIE, 10)
YSIaPTUI. IO)"YBIaPT(IE, 10) +DELysiQPTCIE. 10)
·UIOSB (IE, 10) -JqJIOSB (-IE;. I~) +DELXSIOSBCIE, 10)
J.(....
1"
YSIGSB(IE. IG)=Y5IGSBCIE, IG)'-OELYSICSB(IE. IC) - .
195 'CONTINUE
c·······..············.···,·········.··.···· "' .
,IFQ1.Jrl1.EQ.l)GO TO 137 ' ,
cAU. ,REBIDt1E(N~F .'ITER.~,.NNODE.X. Y,HODES, DIsP~Ul.XXo.
'OO)OCLI=l.HADF"· .' .
200 . )l}:Cl? :=(1> -XXI (1)'










2019 FO~TClII..2X.l2HLOAD STEP = .I3~
137 \ DlTEC8.2020)
2020" FOWT(~.BHHODE 'NO. :l5X:lHU.13X.lHV.13X~ IHI.I0X,lIH11{ETAX.
1 7X.eKnlETAY)
. DO "39 ilK=1, MODET
IF (NSOP. dr.. D) THEN
JK=NSOP . •
.aI'IE(lI, 2021)JK. (DISP(6*JK+KK-6) .KK=1.6) :





2022 FOIUfAT(4X,I3.3X.E1.1.4.ix:EU .... 2X.Ell.4.2X.Ell.4. 2X.Ell.")
139 CONTJHuE . .
136 ~~~~~~~~N:~~E:HODET.HODES.NSOP)
140 CONTINUE
~:~ :~.I:'(:~·~) 'I1'ERATION~ DI\'r.RaINQ O~11~O lTEaATIOHS' ALREADY'













C,"CALCUU1ES SHAPE FUKCTIOHS AND TIlEIR ADEHIVATIVtS....
8H(1)=0.25' (i.-8)' (1,+1) 'C-8+1·1)
SH(2)=O.6'(1.+T).(1.~S"'2) .
6H(3)=0.26* U. '8)' U. +T) *'8+1-1),
SH(4)-O.S'(1. +8)' (1. -1"2)
8H(5)=0.26. (1. +8)' (1 .•'1')' (8-1-1)'
8H(0)=0.6*(1.-1)' (1. -8"2)
8H(7)=0.25* (1. -8)' (1, -T). (-8-1-1.)




'ADERIVU ,1) =0.26- (52-1+512-T-T)
ADERIV(1.2) =0 .6~ (-S2-ST2)
#.DERIV U. 3) =0. 26* (S2'T+S~+T'T)
ADERIV(1.4)=O:-Sit (1. -T_T)
ADERIV U. 6);0.26' (S2-T-ST2+T,n
:=i~~i:~~~~::;~~:~:~~2-T,T)
ADERIVU. 9)=0. 6- (-1. ·reT)
ADERIY (2,1) =0.26- (12-8+848-812)
ADERIV(2.2)=O.S. (1. -S.S)








DIIlENSID. X(IDD) ,Y(IDO) ,NODES(IOO••) .EJAce•••) •EJIMY(•• ').
1 ADERiV(2.8) .CARTD(2.8) • .












EJAC(1.1)::EJACU.1)+ADERIVU. U'X CNODES (IE. I» .
EJAC U. 2) =EJAC(I. 2) +A!)ERIVU. I) ,yeNODES (IE. X»
EJAC(2.1)=EJAC(2.1)+ADERIV(2. I)'X(~(IE.• I»
~~~~:U:)=EJAC(2.2)+ADERIV(2. I>:JDWB (IE. I»
XDJA1>EJAC(1.1) tEJAe (2.2)-£JAC(I, 2) 'E,JAC(2.1)
IFeXDJAC.LE.O-.O) GO'TO 6:l
EJINV U .O=EJAC(2. 2) /mJAC
EJINV"U. 2):o,-EJAC(I. 2) /'XD-1AC
. EJINV(2.1):-EJAC(2.1)/,XDJAC
~JI~(2.2)=EJAC(1.1)/XDJAC'
DO 20 1'=1'.8 .
CARTDCt. I)=EJIHV(1.1) tAnERIY(1. X) +EJIIfV(1.2) +ADERIV(2. I)
CARTD(2. I)=EJINV(2.U 'ADERIV(1. I) +EJIHY(2.2) 'ADERIV(2. 1)
CONTINUEGO~63 \
REnlRN





SlIBROlTrlNE CONS(YNQ.POS.BX.BY.NSTX,HST'(. SNX!SNY. THl.
1 TH2 •.1113.01.02, oa. Cl. eiD. C2. C3, C4. C6. SRI, SR2. 012.
2 D13.C13.C16.SRP)
~'''EVALtiATES CONSTANTS FOR PLATE-STIFFEHER. SYSTEMt..
. OENX=HSTXtBX/S!N'
OENY=HSntBY/SHX
01=YHCtntl.'3/ (12.' (1. ·POStPOS»
D2=YNCtOENX'TH2t (TH2tJH2+1. 6''ml'TH2+0. 76tmltml) /a .
.0a=YNctoDiY'ma+ cniat11l3+ 1. 6,nn'11I3+0. 76tmltTH1)la.
Cl=YHOtnU/(1.-POStpOB) .
C1D=YHCt11l1i(2. t (1. +POS)·)
C2=YHOtOENX'11I2+ (TIl2+TIU) /2.
C3=YN'OtOENX'TH2 .
~"=YHQtOEHY'11Ia. ('Jill +1113) /2.
C6=YHOtOEHY'THa
SR111YHat (TII11'TII2tOEHX) /(2."t (1. +POS»
. SR2=YNat.(TII1+11IatOl) /(2.'" (1.+POS»









SUBlOUTllE E:SWBCWI'J'P .~ES.X. Y.IE.nODE.KnIFE. m.E6I.DISP.
" ...".)
C CALCULAn::B I'J...EWEIT STIFFlESS KATRIX .
DDlDSIOJ 1Ua'(25) •CARTt)(2. 8) •SHeS) .ES1F(4.0.4.0) .ADERIV(2.• 8) .
DIYElSlOI GSPXC.) ,aspy(,,) ,11(4) • lODES W30. 8) .1(100) ;yeIOO).
1· DISP(lSOO) .
cmom./CONSIPOS.C13.~1.C2.C15.C4.'lD.Dl~.Dl.D13.SRhsa2.8RP
COKUOI/$1VS!XJIX(S'O.4' .DY'(60.")~XJIXT(60.4) .XYX(60.4) .XWY(60.4) •.
1 XMXY(60.4) ,XQXl(60.4) ,XQYZ(60.4)
CALL CAUSll2 CCSPX:OSPl. 11)
DO 10 1=1. NtiODE ..
DO 10 J-l.NHODE ...
DO 20 I1=1!26 •
TEWP(I1)"'O.O
20 CONTINUE
. c 2~POINT REDUCED llQ'ECRATION ~ !.! • .!'!'~!~ ..





~,:::~~,\~. Y. HODES .ADERIV. XDJAC. CARro) "
'mIP (t):1DtP(U.csT* (eMTD(1. X) 'CAR1'DU. J) *C13+
1 CARTD(2.I) 'CIJlTD(2. J)'CID) .
TEIIP (2)='lEJ«P (2) .CST- (POStel*CARTDel.l) -CARTD (2, J) +
1 =:~~~;=g;~ro(l.I)_C~TD(l.J).···-: .
1DIP (0) '"1DIP (0) +CST_ (PDS'Cl'CARTD(2. X) 'CAJ\TD( +
1 CID'CA!lm(t.U'CARTD(2.J» .
1,=~~~~r~~~~~i~~;~~(2. I) 'CARTD(2.') +
TDIP (lO):.TD:P (to) -CST_et'CARTD (2. I) 'CARTD(2. J)
Tgat (13)-TD:P (13) .CST' (SR1'CARTD (1', X) 'CARTD (1. J).
1 SR2"CARTtl(2.I)"CARTD(2,J»
TDIP (14) 11mif' Ut) -Csr"SRhCAR'ro U, I) ISH (J)
'!DiP (16) -TD:P (5) -csr'sR2,cAJtro(2. X) ISH (J)
TEMP (18) IITDIP (18) -CST'SR1'SU (1) 'CARTO(1. J)
TDIP (18)-iEUP (10) -CBT'C2'CARTD (1 :1) 'CAR1tl (1,'J)
'1'EKP (18) -'!UP UO) "CST' (D12"WTD (t.I) 'WTD.(1, J)"
01_ (1'. -POI).CARTD.(2;n 'CA!lT1)(2 •.J)!2.0.SR1'SJltl) 'O(J»
"'---,'
l69
'!DiP (20) =TEWP (20) +CST- (DltP(lStCAa'l1>U: X) tCo\A1D(2. J)"
1 01* (1.-POS) tCAR1tl(2, X) 'CJ.R1't)(1.J)/2.0)
1'DIP (22) =T'DD' (22) -esT-CC'CARlD (2.l' ,WTD(2. J)
TEYP (23) =T'DD' (23) -CSTtWtSH(I) fCAR1D(2. J)
.tnIP (24) =TnU' (24) "CST- (POS-Ol'CAJlTD(2. 1) -CARTD(l" J)"
1 .Dl'U,.-POS)'CARTD(l.1).d.Rm(2.J)/2.0) .
. 'm(p ~.26)c'mIP (26Y'+CSTt (D13'CAR1tl(2. I) _CARTD (2. J)"
.1 Dlt U. -PDS) _COTD(l.I) 'CARTD(1.J)/2. O+S12'SH(I) 'SHU»
30 COIlTDlUE
"!FClAJfTP.EQ.UQO TO '90









DO 60 JI=I, KHODE . _
)QIl=)Qfl"DISP (S_NODES (IE. JX) -2) -CAlTD U. JX)
XW2zlQl2+0ISP (S-NODES (IE. JX) "-2) "CARn) (2. JIC)
60 CONTINUE . _ .
C•••••••••••••••••••••••m,.·D-BJIL ~•••
~(3)=TEWP(3)+CST.(CARTDU.I).(XIU.CARTD(i.J».C13+
1 CARlD(l.l)' CX112'CARTD(2.J» 'POS'Cl+CARlD(2: 1) .(lQl2'OO11l(1.J)+
2 XWhCARTD(2.J»'CI0) .
10IP (8) ""TIWP (8) +CST' (CARTD (2. I) • (XIU 'CARTD Cl. J» 'POStCl+
CARTD(2. 1)! (XU2'~TD(2.J» 'C16+CARTDU. 1). (XY2'~ARTD(~.J)+
lJU'CAA,TD(2.J»'CID).. ' ..
lDIP(18) 1I'J'aiP(18)·csr'CARYD(l. I)'(Dll.CAlTO(1.J»'c2 .'
TEKP (23):'l'O'P (23) -CST'CAR1'D (2. I)' (nl2'CAJlTD (2. J» 'C4
C BML·O-BL!•••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••
lDIP (11) =TDiP (11) +CST' «XIU'CARTD (1. I» 'CARTD (1. J) 'j::lh
(XU2'CAR.TD(2. 1» 'CAlTD (1. J) 'PO'S'Cl~(XU2'CARTtl<l. I) +~1'
CARTa (2. I» 'CARTD(2. J) _CID) ,
1'EJIP(12) ='mal (12)+csr. «lOIl'CART1l(l. I» 'CARTD(2.J) 'POS'Cl+
(XU2'CARTD(2. 1» 'CARTD (2. J) 'C16+ (XW2'CARTD U. I) +XWltCARTD (2. X)""
CARTDCl. J) 'CID) .
. 't'EJIPi14) ='lE1IJl(14)·CBT' (XW1'CARTD(1. I» 'CARTD(l. J) 'C2
4JMP'tll6)=TEKP (16)-CBT' (XW2'CARTD(2. I)'CARTD(2. J)'04
C " BNL-D-BIIL••••• ••• .
maP(13) aTEYP (13) +CST' (~l'CART1lCl. I». ()Q(i~C!'RTD(l.J» 'C13+
I (lOU'CARTD(I. I». (XW2'CARTD(2. J» 'POS'CI+ (lQf2'CAR1'D(2. I»'






C OEO!ilttRIC STIFFNESS TEfUlB•••••• .....................
BO TDlPU3>.=TF.:YP (13)+Csr.(XNX(IE.,K) 'CARTDU. I) 'CARTDU.J)-
1 XHXY (IE:J[)' (cARTD (2. I) 'CAR1OU. J) +CAR1OU. I) 'CARTD(2. J» +
2 ~,(IE.K).CAilTD(2.I)'CARTD(2.J»
40 CONT.rJnJE.










.... •ESTF (II. JJ) zoTDIP eL)
CONTINUE
DO eo I"l.HDEFE
IP(ESTF(I.I) .I.E.O.) co TO el
CONTINUE
REnJRN
IRITEee.')· A DIAGONAL El.EKEHT OF AM EI..EimfT STIFFlIESS MATRIX '
IRITE(e••) 'LESS OR EQUAL TO ZERO;. PROCRAM 'I'EIIJIIHATED.'
Elf0
SUBROUTINE GSUB(Ul.E.IE.NADF.NDEFE.O)
DI~S~ON, Ul(100.40) .E(4q',40) .OUOOOOO)





























c........TlO-POINT GAUSS INTREQATION INITIALISATION....
DIIlEHSION XG(2) •YO (2).1(2) ,II (4) ,aSPX(4) ,GSPY(4)















































SUBROUTINE GAUSQ2HGBPX.GSPY.I1) . , •











SUBRoutINE CAPE(IfEl.EY. RHODE, NDon •HODES.LY. ID. MOFFE)
DIWENSIOH LU~100:'tO).ID.(E~.100>'HODES(100.8)· .
C OENERATES COHMECTIVITY' ARRAY FOR PLATE ELEKENTS ' .
DO 70 IE-l.HE1.p( . . \ •
IJ-O' .. "!'.
DO 70 1=1. KHcbE : ..
~~~~~+:=l.IfDO~H.,. i,'















DlWElfSIOH IOIO (t100) .OSTF'(100000) ,peooo) ,)[1)(800) ,P1 (800)








, DO 20 K=1.1-1
1010 (1)=10IQ (1) ."(HADF-K+l)











1 OSTFUDIG(I) +L)"'OSTF (IDIO (1) +K-J+L),iOSTF(IDIO (I»
Pi (1+Ll =P1 (I+Ll -P1 (I) 'OSTF(IPIG (1) +Ll /OSTF(IDIG (1»
. 35 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE













REnIRN ., \ ,
IRITE(S ••) "GLOBAL STIFFNESS ,"nux NOT,pdsITIVE DEFINITE"








"SUBROUTINE STRESS (YII'G ..'l'Hl , T;H2, TH3,lANTP ,JlELEM,IlHODE,X, Y.NODES.
1 NODET,D&.xD.DISP,XNX,XKY,~.~;)Q(f,XllXY,~.XQYZ,
:I XSICPT. YSICPT,XSICSB, YSIGn. NSTX.RSTY>
C.......CALCULATES,STRESSES AT"ELEWENT NODEs BY,m.lNEAR EXTRAPOLATION"
" DDIENSIOH OSPX(4) ,OsPY,(4), .(4) ,CABTD(:I,~);ADERIV(2, 8) ,X(100) ,
SH(8) ,X,1(4) ,X2(.4) ."13'(4) ,XoI(oI) .X6(4) .X8(4) ,X7(4) .X,8(4) "Y(100) •
=~~~:~:~~~~:~~~a:~~~4:~X:~.:~::~ :~~:O~~ :~(~O ...),
XSIOPT(60,4), Y8IGPT(60.4) •XSIGSB(60;.f.) ,Y8IGSB(60,4) _ "
COKYON/CONS/POlJ, C13. Cl, C2. C16 ,C4, CI0, 012,,01, 013, SRI. SR2. SRP
NDEF=NDDET'S',
C!LL OAUSQ2 (GSPX. OIi?Y, I)
DO 8 IE=I,NEUJI
DO 10 10=1.4
• XI (10) =0 ,
X2(1G)=0.
X3 (10) "'0 ,
X4(IO)=0.
X6(10)=O,





CALL SHAPE (8, T•SH ,ADERIV)
CALL .JACOB(IE.X. Y,NODES.AOERIY ,XDJAC.CARTD)
" XYl=O.O
XY2=0.0
DO 12 JX=:,I,NNODE "
X1U=X)ll+DISP (6'NOO~(IE, JX) :"'2) 'CARTD (1. JX)
XY2=Dl2+DISP(S"HODES(m. JK) -2),'CARTD (2. JX)
IF(lANl'P,EQ,1)XYl=O,O .
IF C!AH'rP :EQ.1)XY2=Q, 0
DO" 20 I=I,H}I'ODE
Xl (10)=Xl (IC) +CARTDC1. I) ~DELXD(6'NDDES (IE, I) -4) +
1 XYhCARTDU,I)'DELXD(6'NODES(IE,I)-2)" '
X2 (10) =X2(IG) +CARTD (2. I) 'DELXD(6.ifooEtJ (IE: I) -3) +"
1 XM2'CARTD(2"I)'DELXD(S.IfODES·(IE.I)-2) "
X3 (I0)-X3 (10) - (CARrD(2, I) 'DEI.XD(6'NODES (JR. I) -4)
1 +CARTD(I, I) 'DFLXD (6'NODES (IE. I) -3» - (XU2'CARTDC1, I) +
__..... 2" XMi.CARTD(2, 1» 'DELXD(6'NODE8(IE.-I)-2) ,
X4 (10) -XoIUO) -CARTD~I. X) ..DELXD(6'NODES(IE. 1)-1)
XS (10) -XS(lO) -CARTD(2,- X) 'OELXD(6'NODES(IE, X»







1 -5H (t) 'OCIJel)(6'HODES(!J. X) -0)
xe (IO) :=18 (IO) - (CARTD(2. Xl ,DELXD(6'NODES (IE. 1) -2)




XYX (IE, 10) =C2'Xl (IO) +DI2_X4 (IC) .POS'Ol'X6(IG)
XlIV (IE. 10) =C4.'X2~(IG~+POS'Dl'X4.(IC) +DI3-X6 (IC)
XMXY <IE. 10) =0. 6e (1.'POS) ,DI_XII (IG)
XQXi:(IE;i(J)=SR1'X7(~) -
XQU <IE. IG)=SR2'X9 ( G)
XSIGPT(IE. 10.> =YRO' ( 1 (IG) .POS'X2 (rc) -0. 6enlt_XC (IG) - 0-
POS'0.6'TH1'X6(IG» (1. -POsu2) .
YSIGPT(IE. IO)=YNC' ( S_Xl (10).X2 (IC) -pas_a. 6'TIlUX4(Ij)-
O.6,nU'X6(lG»/(1-,- 08"2)-
IF(NSTIC,'GT.O)THEH .
XSICSB(IE. 10) =YNa. (Xl (tCl;> + (0. 6'nu+TH2) -X4 CIa}) I (1. -P05"2)
END IF .
IF (HSTY . OT . 0) THEN
YSIGBB (IE, IG)-YNC' (X2 (IO) + (0. 6'TIll+TIl3) .X6 (IG» I (1. ":POS••2)









SUBROUTINE STRESSf (HE1..EW. NNODE. MODET. HODES. NSOP)
DIMENSION ELNX(80.100) .ELNY(SO.lOO) .ELNXY(BO.100) .EUIX(BO.100) •
f EUlY(SO.lOO) .EUIXY(SO.lOO) ,EI..QXZ(SO.lOO) •EI..QU (eo. 100) .X(lOO) •
'2 Y(lOO) .1foDF.S(ioo.s) .ELXBIGPT(SO.lOO) .PJ.YSIOPT(SO.lOQ).
3 FLX~IOS'-'SO.lOO) .ELY~IG'S~(80.100) •.1(8 ••) ,N(B)
DIYEHSION IFR(10o) ,HSTUOO.l0) ,81 (100) .82UOO) ,83(100) IS.. (100).
S6(J.00) .88(100) .87 (1og) .S8(100) ;811 ClOD) •ST2(iOO) .na (100).
STWDO)
.COWOH/STRES/XNX(69••) .XHY(60.4) .XIfXY(60.4) lXWX(60;4) ,XIlY.(60. 4) ,
1 XKXY(60.4) ,XQXZ(60.4) .XQYZ(60.4) .XSIOPT(60.4). YSIOPT(60.4).
2 XSIOSB(6~,~)..YSICSB(60 •.f,) - .
,'. c••••••CALcmATES £LD(EJfT. STRESSES'BY BILlKEAR EXTRAPOLATIOH•••••• ~••••
00 6 K=l.HODET '





























EUlX (IE. X) =0.0
EUlY CIE. X) -0.0








DO 20 1M:1, RELEK







. DO 10 IE-1.!IEL.EIlI .
00 16.1-1.. 8
H(I) ·H.DES CIE', I)
• CONTINUE
.::~::~~::~:::: { .
11=0.26" U. +1"/P). U. +1.!Ql
12-0.26. U: ·1.!P). (1. +1.!Ql
13=0.26. (1. -1. /P). C1. -1. iQl



















































..... DO 80 K,!1.4· . .
~ ElJO(CIE.N(J»=I(J ,K) .XNX(IE.X) +ELHX(IE.II(J)
......(I~ No (J) =I(J ••) 'lOfY(IE••),EJjr(IE. N(J)
~CI~J~V»='(J·~)·XNXY(IE.X)+ELNXYCI~.N(J»
.,=~~:::~~~~;:g:~~~=~~:~~Sg:::g~·~
EUIlCY (IE', N(J» ..' (J. K).XWXY CIE. X) ~F1JDCYCIE, II (J»
ELQxZ (IE. N(J) =, (J.IS> 'XllXt(IE••)'ELIIXZ (IE,. (J»
. ~~~~(~~~~)(:;:I~~~~:~~:~~~p~)(:~;~:S~~:~\tE.• (J) i ;'
·PJ..Y~lQPI'(IE,N(:I».' (~. X) .YBI,OPT(I!. K) +E1.Y81~Pr(,IE •• (J»
~~~:: ~~: :~~~ ~::~;: :~::~~:~~::~ :~~~:~~: :~~:t
• 0.' 0 0 '/ .' , ,'.
'. I"
!'













DO 30 tc;;1:.NODET '
DO 30 l=i, IFR (tc) J
-Bl(H)=~l(H)+ELNX~HB~"') .H) -
, .S2(X)=S2(K)+EI.JfY(NST(1(,I).It:)




'--;8Tl (K.)-6T1 (~) +ELXSICPT(NSr (K,0 ,.K)
.81'2 (K)=S12 (K) +gt;Y8IGPT(N8T (K. I) •X)'
-6T3 (IU=ST3 (K) +ELXSI0B.B,(NST (K. I) ,K)
8T4. Q() =ST(K).Et.YSIGSB (NST (i(I) .X).
COHTlftUE
DO 40 K=1, NODET .
B1 (H) =Sl (X) lREAL(IFReJO)-
-B2 (X) =B2(X) IRW.UFR(X»
B"X) =B3(X) lREALlIFR (Kl) - -
S' (X),=B.(X) lREAL(IFR(X»
B6 (X)=B6") lREAL(IFR(X»
BO (X) =Be CK) lREAL(IFR (X»
87 (K).=S7(K)/RPLUP'R(X»
• ,9(Xl;'B"-)/REAL(IFReXl)
STl (X) =STt (K) IREAL (IFR (X»







2000 FOIUlAT(3X.8HNODE NO •• 7X. 3HNXX. -lOX. 3HHYY. lOX. 3HNXY .10X. 3lOCCC,
1 .. 10X.3mm-.l0X,3fDIXY.10X,3HQXZ.10X.3HQYZ) t I •
·.DO 60, K-1.HODET·-.' ;,.". " • ~
",nECe.2.,.)H.B' CH) ."CH) • B3CK),.4") ••'CK) .,eCK) ••"") ••8(10














c 1 stIFFENER BOil'DN (XSIGSB & ~SiGSB) IN "'X- AlfD Y-DIRECTIONS)
1~(a.20~O) _. ' • ,. i'
2030 F'DRIIATC/.3X,BHNODE RD .• 3X, eHXSIGPT. 7X.8HYSIOPT. 7X.6JQCSIGSB. 7X.
1 BHYSICSB)- , )
DO 70 K";1. HODET. .. . .
IRlTE(B.2~40)K.tn:1 (X). 5T2 (X). S'r3 (X) ,ST4(X) "-
~~40 ~ ~~::X,I~.~.El1.~2X.E~'1.4.2X.E~1.-4.2X1EU.4) _ - .
'CO TO rOo' ", ~.
90". ·1.RI'I'E(O;2~60)· ". . . ...... . ,"
. 2060 FOJUlAT(3X.~.HHO~~ .•7X.3HNXX.rox.3HHYY.l0X.3HJiXY.l0~.3H1lXX.~.
tl0X•• 3JDrrf.~ox •.a , .10X.3HQXZ.I0X.3HQYz) : " ~
K=NSOP"- \ ~:' ,,","
20eo '~·'·:~~i~~i~~:X~i:~~4~~~~i~~~~;x~::~~4;~~~i~~_~~;x~~~ ..~8 (X)
1 ·Els;.!..2X.Et1.4.2X~.E~~.4.2X.El1 ..4)' :-/" ' . " ,
~. 2070 ::~~i~)~~~\02HSntEsSES 'AT PLAri,TOP exsIGPT. YSI~PT) AND
1 S1'IFFENER BoTrlnl-,~IGSB • YSICSB)"t1f X-. AND Y-DIRECTIONS) .
nlTE(B.• 2Q80) I~~,. ' ..
20801 :~~~~i3X:8HHODEIHO .•3~~':-~PT.7x.GRYSla,PT. 7X.~tixsIaSB. 7X;
,RlTECG. 2090) X.STi (X) ,812 CX) •8T3<X)",ST4 cxi . .
~~~o" .=~C5X!,~). 2X. E11.~. 2X.EL1. 4. 2X.El1~4~.E~l.4)
~ ,
SUBROUTINE aCLVAc~,HODES, QZ,P,x.·y.oo
DlYENSION HODESUOO~8) ,QZCfoo) .PCGOO) .X(100). rUoo).
UlClOO,40) .QC(Sr,GSPX(4) ,GSPy'(4) ••fen,SHCS) .ADERIve2.8).
CAATD(2.8) .OWx3(S) .GSPY3(S) .IS(9)
. ,~.~~~o~~~=.GSPY;I1) ,
DO 20 1=1 .. 8
,,2.0:. ~~(;t:~~.4 '.~
=~~~~ :...-~"-·CALL SHAPECS. T~8H,ADERIV)
.-CALL JACQBCIE,X,Y,HODES.ADERIV,XDJAC,CARTD)


















ELSE. " . it.












IFClJI(IE ..23) .EQ~O)nmH •
aD TO 90
ELSE
P CUI (IE. 23»"P CUI (IE, 23» +liIC(6)
.£NO'IF




EHD:IF· ...,. .. .,
IF (L1/(IE. 33) .EQ.O)TI!EII
GO TO 110
~~(IE. 33) )=p (UI (IE,33» +Qc (7)"""-
EHD'IF .;-'-,
IF (UI (IE. 38) .EQ.O)THEN

















/ ~. 181 .. ~
?
"" -SUBRDU'I'IM!' RESlDUE(H@f...!~TER .• NELEY:NHODE.X;Y.HODES, DISP. U1. XXI)"
l' ~~:~~:R~~~:~:~::~~;::;::~;~~~~~:~~~~~::~~-~~~~~~{.
l' =~:~~~:~4:~iq~~:~::~.~(~.O.4)'XMX(60~.xw:r(60~.4).
C TH:r;S IS A PREREQI1ISITE F.OR'THE RESIDU~ FORCE,VEc:roR .
DO 6 I=l.HADF..' ' \
XXI(I)=... {.
CALL GAUSQ2 (OSPX. GSPY. 11) .,-
DO 10 "I:E=t,'NELIDI
"""'" 20 IN..t~NNODE
. DO 30 XT=1.6
. IBT=6'IN+XT~6
"DO 40 1=1.4 .
S=CSPX(I)
T=GSPY(K)





DO 6'0 JK=l~ nODE
XIll=XlU +DI8P (li*NODES.en:. JK) -2) 'CARTDel, JK)
60 XY2=XW2:+DISP (6_NODES <iE. JK) ~2) _CARm (2, Jl()
C.' XIlt=O.O
C XM2z 0.0
IF (UI(IE. INT) .ar. a.AND.KT .EQ.UTHE",




XXI (U1(IE. INT» "'XXI(U(IE. INT). +CST. (XJfY (IE. K) .CARTD(2. IJf) - /'
I XHJ(Y(IE;kl'CARTDlI,INll .,
,,;na:cIE;INTl .GT.•. AJID.kT;E4.alTIIEII .'-. .
)Ql"r~(m.I~)=XXIwi(m:-iiiri),+CST.• ~(m:~K).XY1.CARTD(1.IN)+
,. ~ ~~D~~=~~~~2~~~')=~m~~;=:~~i~:~;z(IE~K)~ .
--3 CARTD(2.ItO) .
END IF
.' '.IF(~(m.INT)·.QT.O:AilD.KT.EQ .•)THEN '
.4... i.... · .
".\,
m












51JBROUTlNE CONY (NADF. 1m. ISTEP: NODET; TOLER.P .XI. INDEX.CH)
DIKElI'SIOIi xi (0.00) •P (1500) :










IF (CH.LE. TOLER) THEN
, INDEX=l
ELSE
iNDEX=O
END It .
RE'nJIlII
END
'1',
'i,




